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Abstract 

The development of automotive radar seasors is a hotly contested area of 

research that has tremendous sales volume potentiel for the manuf'acturers able to meet the 

low pricing guidelines set for these products. Traditional PTFE laminate materials have 

excellent electncai properties of low dielectric l o s  tangents, but the material and fabricat- 

ing costs for these circuits are relatively expensive, and were not deemed acceptable for a 

viable automotive radar program. The recent introduction of inexpensive, commercial 

grade laminates is extremely attractive for these applications. 

In this thesis the design of a commercial grade laminate, aperture fed 

microstrip patch antenna, with coplanar parasitic elements, is pumed. This antenna ele- 

ment will then be used in the design and development of an experimental prototype 

microstrip airay for use in an automotive back-upaid radar sensor. 

The numerical analysis tools required for quick, efficient, and moderately 

accurate design of this microstrip antema configuration were not available at the the and 

it was the intention of this research to create such a tool. During this research, a number of 

commercial d y s i s  tools became available which were more than adequate for the cur- 

rent research. Two commercial rnethod-of-moment analysis software packages were 

acquired. 

Using the knowledge gained fiom the theoretical and numerical analysis of 

this antenna element, a prototype antenna was designed, fabricated, tested, and analyzed 

with respect to relevant performance criteria. A 16-element array using this new antenna 

element is then developed fiom concept to a complete anaiysis of the performance 

obtained fiom a fabricated antenna array. 

In this thesis it is demonstmted that with the proper design, of microstrip 

circuits produced on commercial grade laminates, satisfactory performance at microwave 



kquencies is achievable. The results obtahed here are expected to lead to the design of 

other products on these inexpensive lamiPates. 

iii 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Modern Microwave Engineering 

1.1.1 General 

Prior to the 1940's and World War II microwave systems were usudly 

combinations of waveguide and coaxial transmission lines. ln this era of microwave engi- 

neering waveguide circuits usually dominated most of these system desigm as complex 

microwave circuits were not easily achieved usiag coax. Due to the heavy reliance on 

waveguide as the transmission media, these microwave systems were generdy extremely 

large, heavy, very expensive and quite dificuit to build. Since WW CI microwave technol- 

ogy has matured to the point that it is now feasible to create microwave integrated circuits 

(MIC's) that are smaller, Lighter in weight, faster, cheaper to fabricate and quite a bit more 

cornplex than their ancestors. Foiiowing the lead in the digital IC world, there has been a 

push for higher fiequency applications using even srnalier and faster circuits. 

1.1.2 Higher Operating Frequencies 

Microwave systems have been developed for many years for use in, com- 

munications, radar, navigation, surveiliance, and weapons guidance systems. These sys- 

tems are largely military in nature and are strongly supported by the defence community. 

The current specmim of fkquencies upto the lower millimeter region has k e n  allocated 

for specific usage. Due to the congestion within these aüocated bands microwave engi- 

neers have been forced to resort to fiequency reuse or design systems that operate at 

higher less congested or unallocated fkquency bands. 

Operation of microwave systems at higher fiequencies is an attractive area 

of research currently being pursued by many in the microwave field. Higher operating fie- 



quencies correspond to shorter electrical wavelengths which leads to components substan- 

tiaiiy d e r  in physical size. Component size reduction is extremely important as 

research programs stnve to meet goals for system weight reduction which is critical when 

designing many mobiie earth, air& or space borne terminais. A major concern is that 

the propagating signal attenuation iacreases substantidy at higher fiequencies [52] which 

needs to be offset by higher transmit power levels to achieve the same signal to noise ratio 

and maintain signal clarity. 

Table 1.1: Microwave Frequency Bands 

Frequency 
Band 

1 Ku 1 12-18 GHz 1 

1.1.3 Microstrip Circuits 

Microstrip concepts were first proposed in the 1950's [33,41] but their use 

did not gain momentun until the late 1960's and 1970's' mainly due to the lack of suitable 

low loss, dielectric substrates. Microstrip circuits con& of a single substrate with a 

ground plane on its bottom surface and a narrow strip of conducting transmission line on 

its top surface. Microstrip is basicaiiy printed circuits for microwaves and is usually fabri- 



cated iike printed circuit boards, but reqwes higher-remlution photolithographie pro- 

cesses because of the dimensionai accuracy requùed Circuits using microstrip have been 

economically Unplemented in many low-to-medium power systems including radar, elec- 

tronic counter-measures, communication links, and in portions of satellite communication 

systems. Microstrip transmission liws are widely used ia Miniature Hybrid MIC's 

(MHMIC's). 

Microstrip limitations are few, the hdamental one king low power han- 

dling capability which may be overcome with the realization of good matching circuitry. 

There are four separate mechanisms that can be identified for the power losses and para- 

sitic effects associated with microstrip lines; conductor losses, dissipation in the dielectric 

substrate, radiation losses, and surface wave propagation. Conductor and dielectric losses 

are lumped together and calculated as part of an attenuation coefficient for the line. Dis- 

continuities such as abrupt open-circuit lines, steps, and ben& will radiate to a certain 

extent and efforts must be made to reduce radiation and its undesirable side effects in cù- 

cuits such as flters and ampIifiers. Most of the propagating electromagnetic wave is con- 

fined to the region between the ground plane and the strip conductor but surface waves do 

account for some of the lost transmission power. Suâace waves are waves trapped just 

beneath the surface of the dielectric substrate and propagate away nom discontinuities in 

the fom of higher order TM and TE radial modes. 

1.1.4 Microwave Integrated Circuits 

In the microwave commUILity the idea evolved that all microwave func- 

tions of analog and digital applications could be incorporated on a single chip. Based on 

advances made in printed circuit board technology, and the development of electronic 

integrated circuits ([C's) whicb became very popular in the 19703, the development of 

ICTs bas matured to such a level that many inexpensive products now use these IC chips in 



a substantial portion of their circuitry. Only recently has extensive work k e n  directed 

towards the development of Microwave Integrated Circuits (MiC's). 

The goai of recent yem has been to develop MC'S that incorporate phased 

antenna arrays with ttaasmitters, receivea and the complete array feed network all withh 

the MIC. A MIC is in general a combination of active and passive circuit elements that are 

manufactured by successive diffusion processes on a semiconductor substrate. Monolithic 

MIC's (MMICs) have aii  active and passive components created on the same substrae. 

Miniature Hybrid MIC's (MHMIC's) have passive transmission Lines fabricated on a sub- 

strate and discrete components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, transistors, or 

diodes attached to the substrate and eleceically comected with bond wires or by solder 

reflow. The advantage of MMIC's over MHMIC' s is the fact that there are no parasitic 

effects due to the bond wires or solder joints comecting the discrete component electri- 

cally into the circuit which may be a problem at millimetre wave fiequencies. 

Cunent monoLithic circuit technology has low yield rates, and currently 

produces circuits that have relatively poor performance, therefore MMIC use has been 

limited. Continued development of MMIC process technology will eventuaily lead to 

lower costs, higher yields and better performance, reproducibility and reliability. The 

emergence of Gallium Arsen.de (GaAs) as the technology of choice for the development 

of MMIC's has been related to this semi-insulaihg substrates' dmost ideai dielectric 

properties for microstrip transmission l iws, and the development of the GaAs Field- 

EBect-Trransistor (FET). 

Miniature Hybrid MIC's are a more cost effective means to reaiize circuits 

with higher yield rates making it the preferred technology for most applications. In many 

applications in the 1 to 18 GHz fkquency range, MHMIC's are used almost exclusively. 

These circuits are fabricated on hi& quality ceramic, glas or ferrite substrates, although 

standard microwave laminate materials have seen increased use. Passive circuit elements 

are deposited on the substrate and active devices are mounted on the substrate and con- 



nected to the passive circuit. Active devices may be utiiized in chip form, on chip carriers, 

or in srnall plastic packages. 

1.2 Microstrip Antennas 

1.2.1 General 

Microstrip antemas technology originated fiom the idea of utilizing the 

undesirable radiation noted in microstrip circuits in a positive way as an antenna element 

which is created as part of the microstrip circuitry. These antennas are low profile due to 

their pl- configuration and are easily made conformai and have been used on aircraft, 

missiles [40], and satellites. In military application where radar detection is of concern this 

antema possesses a low scattering radar cross section to cnhimhe detection. 

Figure 1.1 Tnditional microstrip fed patch antenna 



1.2.2 Feed Techniques 

The design of microstrip antennas is closely related to the feeduig tech- 

niques to be employed There are some problems encountered with classical feed rnethods 

such as microstrip LUle or probe feeds. The performance of microstrip feed antennas is 

degraded by the sue of the feed which may be comparable to patch itself. When faced 

with size constraints microstrip feedline anay applications leave Little room for the feed 

network and circuitry on the same substrate. Probe fed antennas do not face ske constraint 

difficdties but have questionable solder joint repeatability. Proximity coupling seers  

fiom the same feed radiation and space usage problems as microstrip feed antennas. 

Aperture coupling is a multilayer feed mechanisn that isolates the radia- 

tion nom the antenna elements fkom the feed circuitry radiation. An aperture located in a 

ground plane commoo to two dielectric laminates is used to couple energy fiom one layer, 

through the aperture, to the other layer. This is the feed mechanism pursued in aii  radiating 

element designs in this thesis. 

1.2.3 Aperture Feeds 

Aperture fed microstrip antennas was first proposed by Pozar [1] as a 

meam of feeding without a direct connection required. As briefly mentioned above, aper- 

ture feeding allows the use of different substrates for the radiating patch and active cir- 

cuitry. The substrates can be chosen to be the materials most desirable for optimum patch 

radiation and minimum feed network radiation. Separate layers for the feed and radiators 

also doubles the available surface area and aiiows for easy integration of active or passive 

microwave circuit blocks within the feed aetwork. The ground plane separates the radiat- 

h g  patch fiom the feed cucuitry thus eliminating most extraneou feed radiation that 

degrades the broadside radiation pattern. Minimal back radiation occurs as small non-res- 

onant apertures are usually utilized. 



Previous experimental work [lh 15,16,23,36] has shown that the apenire 

feed efficiently and effectively excites the radiator with a good radiation pattern realized. 

The bandwidth of the o v e d  structure was stated to be essentidy that of the element and 

is not appreciably effected by the feed coupling mechanism [28]. An area of concem is 

t&at the fabrication requires the aperture to be propetly aligneci with the radiating element 

above and the feedline below, with misaügnment affecthg the coupliag Ievel. The degree 

of coupling is implied by the size of the impedance loop on a Smith chart 1321, which 

becomes more coupled when the couphg loop increases in sîze. The size of the loop is of 

prhary concem when the bandwidth characteristic of the antema is cntical [3q. It is 

known fiom experimental redts that as the ratio of the radiating patch width to the dot 

length is increased the coupling to the patch is decreased. The dot length affects the reso- 

nant fiequency as much as a variation of patch dimension wouid. For a specific coupling 

Ievel the length of the slot and its associated back radiation can be reduced by reducing the 

thickness of the bottom substrate. When the patches are loosely coupled they are more 

sensitive to fabrication tolerances. 

1.2.4 Performance Enhancements 

Microstrip antennas have some critical shortcornings, of major concern is 

that a single patch has a relatively nanow bandwidth of approximately 1-5%, which is too 

narrow for many applications. When using microstrip antennas in a MIC or W C  design 

the restriction on operating bandwidth is usually due to the antenna as most circuits are 

able to operate over substantially wider bandwidths. The narrow bandwidth inherent to 

this antenna is due to the fact that the region under the patch is basically a high Q, resonant 

cavity. As microstrip patch antemas are strongly resonant devices, the variation of imped- 

ance rather than radiation pattern degradation determines the bandwidth. There are numer- 

ous ways to increase antenna bandwidth [17,38,39] such as employing thicker substrates. 



stacking several substrates, or adding electromagneticdy coupled parasitic elements. The 

bandwidth may also be increased by introducing multiple resonance in the input imped- 

ance characteristics. 

As mentioned previously when microstrip feedlines are used there is poor 

radiation isolation between the feed and radiating elements. Theoretical aad experimental 

results [14,26,54] show that at hi& tiequencies feediine radiation may be substantially 

larger than the conductor and dielectric losses and compt the patch radiation pattern sig- 

nificantly. This feedline radiation causes lower antenna gains to be obtained. To maximize 

patch radiation these microstrip antemas require a thick, low permittivity substrate and to 

minimize feed losses, a high permittivity, thin substrate is required. 

The element design p m e d  here uses parasitic loading of a main radiator 

with an aperture feed. The desired antenna should have a relatively wide bandwidth with a 

clean radiation pattem. 

1.2.5 Microstrip Arrays 

Single element microstrip antemas typicaliy have low gain, low radiation 

efficiency, and wider than desired beamwidthes [37.  Most applications require higher 

antenna performance and must resort to an array of elements. 

Microstrip array designs are based on element type, feed methods, and sub- 

strate configurations to be employed. In applications where antenna movement, multipath, 

or changing environments degrade antema performance, adaptive microstrip beam steer- 

ing anays may be used. In large arrays, using a large number of array elements, feed 

Iosses may be excessive. Thete exists a practicai limitation on array gain of approxirnately 

20dB [41]. The goal of antenna array design is to find the easiest way to create multi-ele- 

ment units which meet or exceed design specifications with the minimum fabrication 

labour. 



The design of high resolution phased arrays with active beam scanning cir- 

cuitry is possible. These phased arrays are capable of rapid and contuiuous electrical scan- 

ning of beams while remaining mechanidy stable. Both h e d  and scanned beams may 

simultaneously be generated as multifunction operation is possible. A particdar aperture 

distribution may more readily be obtaiwd with an array than with either a lem or by using 

reflectors since the amplitude and phase of each element can be individually controiled. 

These arrays may exhibit a slow degradation of performance rather than a catastrophic 

failure with careful design and anay component redundancy. Arrays may be modified 

sirnply by adding extra elements, replacing passive elements with active elements, etc. 

When narrow beamwidthes with a large number of elements are required, the cost and 

complexity of the antenna increases substantiaily. In these large arrays, failure of a small 

portion of the anay elements, or their feed circuitry, may cause a significant degradation 

in the antema performance. 

1.3 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this thesis research is to theoreticaliy, and experimentally, 

investigate the potentiai use of commercial grade microwave laminates, for the develop- 

ment of an array of aperture fed, microstrip patch antenuas with coplanar parasitic ele- 

ments, for use in an automobile back-up-aid radar sensor. 



1.4 Multi-Layer Microstrip Antenna Configuration Considerations 

1.4.1 Antenna Geometry and Specifications 

The antenna design investigated in this research is based on an antenna 

proposed by Schaubert and Fama [SI. This design was able to increase the microstrip 

patch impedance bandwidth by cmting a double tuned resonance, with the addition of 

parasitic resonators on the same d a c e  as the primary patch radiator. These conductor 

stnps are electromagneticaiiy coupled to the non-radiating edges of the main patch. The 

design proposed here uses a similar patch and strip configuration, but it uses an aperture 

feed. Once the performance of an element is verified, an array of these elements will be 

created. The resulting antema is to be used for an automotive coilision avoidance product 

with the potential for production of severai million units anndy. The anticipated volume 

for this product requires a design that puts substantial emphasis on manufacturability 

without sacrifîcing performance. 

1.4.2 Aperture Coupling Feed 

The aperture coupling feed mechanism is chosen for this antema because 

of its many advantages over the alternative feed mechanisms, and its easy implementation 

in MHMIC designs. To achieve a production ready design, an H-shaped aperture is to be 

used instead of the commonly used simple rectanpuiar slot This slot shape provides a 

higher degree of coupling for a given length 134,351 and provides a wider region with near 

maximum coupling between the aperture and the feedlùie [42]. The h a 1  element design is 

to be created with a relatively strong coupihg tevel between the patch and aperture to 

absorb possible mdacturing imperfections. 

An aperture coupling feed M e r s  ftom one minor manufacturing flaw and 

that is that care must be taken to properly align the two substrates and then bond them 

together without adversely effecting performance. 



1.4.3 Rectangular Microstrip Elements 

This antemua will be designed with fectanguiar elements as the antema 

specification requires hear polarization. The main cadiating element will be a rectanguIar 

patch that is considerably wider than its resonant length. The width of the patch will be 

selected to produce an undersirable cross resonance out of our deshed operating band- 

width. The parasitic strips added will be coupled to the non-radiating edges of the patch, 

with the goal of improving the impedance bandwidth to exceed 10%. The level of cou- 

p h g  between the non-resonant edges and the parasitic strips will be varied by changing 

the spacing between them to obtain the de- bandwidth. 

1.5 Thesis Goals 

Given the thesis objective stated earlier, the goals of this research are sepa- 

rated into two broad sections of experimental and analytical work which are outlined in 

the following two sections. 

The experimental work is directed towards the creation of a microstrip 

array on a commercial grade microwave laminate that meets or exceeds the required spec- 

ifications. The experimentai work is divided into two pliris. The fbt part is the design ofa 

wideband aperture fed patch antenna element, and verification, that when fabricated this 

element performs as required. The second part is the design, fabrication, measurement and 

testing of the fidl microstrip antenna anay. 

The element design was originaliy attempted with the theoretical approxi- 

mation methods outlined in the theory presented in chapter 2. When two more accurate 

commercial microstrip analysis software packages became available, they were acquired, 

and used to malyze the antema element design created. When good antenna element per- 

formance is obtained nurnencally, the design will be fabncated to ver* its performance. 



The array design wiii be perfomed in a three step process. Fust the radiat- 

h g  element feed will be slightly modined as required to create a compact array feed net- 

work. The introduced modincations di be tested numencaliy on the anaiysis packages 

acquired. The nrst step in the design process is to determine the array spacing and ampli- 

tude distribution required using ihe numerical approximation developed in the radiation 

pattern predictioa in chapter 3 of this research. This spacing and amplitude distribution 

wiU be verified Usiag simulations on the commercial fiillwave analysis software packages 

acquired. These simulations wiil be performed separately on the azimuth and elevation 

linear arrays. These r ed t s  should verify that the required spachg and amplitude distribu- 

tion is king used. The simulated resuits wiU also be able to provide some information on 

the degree of m d  couphg between elements dong these lkear array planes. The third 

part of the array design will be the creation ofa computer model of the fidi antenna anay. 

The analytic array design will be fabncated and meanired to verify that the performance 

meets prescribed specifications. 

1.5.2 Analytical 

Before one can effectively design an antenna element, one must be able to 

properly characterize its cucuit and radiation properties. An attempt will be made to 

develop an equivalent circuit model for an aperture fed patch antenna with coplanar para- 

sitics. The circuit analysis procedures purswd will ody  able to determine the antenna cir- 

cuits properties, amther analysis WU be required to detemilne the radiation properties. 

The Grst equivalent circuit model attempted is based on the transmission 

Line model. The transmission lîne model used showed a lot of initial potentiala as the prob- 

lem is simplified Ulto a circuit of discrete circuit elements determined with closed f o m  

expressions. Tbis model provides a substantiai amount of insight into the operation of a 

microstrip antenna, but the current model used to represent the aperture fed mechanism is 



not accurate enough to be confidently used as a primary design tool. With rekement of 

the current component models, and development of a more rigorous representation of the 

aperture couphg mechanism, this model codd become an efficient analysis tool for ini- 

tial design work. 

A second equivalent model was attempted, based on the mode matching 

cavity expansion. This model uses a rigorous analysis of a shplined problem. The deriva- 

tion uses a modal expansion of the fields in the patch cavity, and feedline, and combines 

these independent solutious with the application of the reciprocity theorem and the con- 

cept of reaction. This model provides a signincant amount of detail on the modal behav- 

iour of the structure and has been shown to obtain acceptable results for simple 

rectangular aperture fed patch antennas. The current pubtished literature does not present 

the development of a model for the more complicated H-shaped dot. The initial assump- 

tion that allows the patch cavity to be considered as a cavity aiso prevents this model from 

including the effects of coplanar parasitic elements. When accurate models to represent 

the two afonnentioned circuit components become available, this aaalysis would provide 

an invaluable design tool, providing results that should be more accurate than the trans- 

mission line model, due to its rigorous analysis origins. 

The two analysis methods attempted were unable to represent the entire 

antema element. Accurate analysis of the structure is perfonned using provea, corner- 

cially available, accurate, Nlwave method of moments analysis software packages. There 

were a nurnber of commercial software packages available but only two were able to han- 

dle the multilayer, aperture feed configuration required, these packages are Ensemble and 

E3D. Both of these software tools were acquired to assist in the development of the 

design pursued in this thesis. 

The andysis of the antenna radiation pattern, or directivity, is of great 

importance to an antenna engineer for the development of a single antenna element or for 

an array of elements. An attempt is made to develop a radiation model for a single antema 



element To determine the radiation nom the fidl array, a mode1 using array theory will be 

included as part of the radiation pattern analysis. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

The motivation and background for this research have been provided. Now 

the rest of this document presents the development of this antenna element in what is 

believed to be a logical marner. 

Chapter 2 provides an o v e ~ e w  of the numerical methods used to analyse 

microstrip antennas. These analysis methods are not original work, but are covered in 

some detail to provide theoretical content This section is rather lengthy as both the trans- 

mission line model, as presented in [17,45], and the mode matching cavity model, as pre- 

sented in [15,16,24], are detailed. Most of the parameters required for the dynarnic planar 

waveguide model of the microstrip transmission h e s  are covered in the transmission h e  

model. 

Chapter 3 develops closed fonn numencal approximations for the radiation 

pattern of a single patch. Array theory is aiso presented with most denvations coming 

fiom [q. A sub-section on Taylor Line source distributions is also presented as tbis was 

the anay amplitude distribution used in the array design for side lobe suppression. 

The thesis design work is presented in chapter 4. The chapter starts with 

some fabrication concems and some general comments on corporate feed networks. Fol- 

lowing this are the element design specifications and the procedure foliowed to obtain the 

desired element perfomiaace. Next is the array design section with the required perfor- 

mance specincations. Foiiowing this is the array element spacing and amplitude distribu- 

tion required to obtain the desired radiation pattern. A brief description of the corporate 

feed network design used is included. This chapter ends with the design of a radome used 

to protect this antenna when it is in use as part of an automotive radar sensor. 



Chapter 5 presents the measwd results of the fabncated antenna elements 

and extracts some usefiil characteristics to determine the anteana's performance. Mer the 

antenna element's @ormance is v d e d  the measured results for the antenna anay are 

scnrtinizednrtinized The results for a radome covered amenna are presented in the last portion of 

this chapter. 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work completed and its significance 

for the microstrip antenna field. Some comments on future work and possible design 

improvements are included at the end of this chapter. 



CHAPTER 2: Microstrip Antenna Theory and Circuit Models 

2.1 General 

The objective of the anaiysis portion of this thesis is to develop relatively 

simple numerical design tools, to mode1 the antenna and gain some insight into its overall 

operation. The design pursued in this work is a cornplex structure that does not lend itself 

very weil to analysis ushg approximate methods. A simple mode1 is stiii attempted, with 

the hope of fbding general trends of the antema performance, and then to m o d e  the 

appropnate parameters for improvement Simple numerical models are used throughout 

microwave engineering. These tools are used to create a fint cut at a design that is either 

refked experimentally or by using much more accurate, and time consuming, fullwave 

analysis models. 

2.1.1 Antenna Analysis Methods 

To analyze an aperture fed microstrip antenna a number of anaiysis meth- 

O& are available. These methods rnay be divided into two groups 1461: reduced or simpli- 

fied analysis and fullwave arialysis. The method that is used depends on the antenna 

characteristic to be modelled, the accuracy requireâ, and the geometry of the problem to 

be solved. 

Reduced analyses are models that introduce one or more significant 

approximations to simplify the problem. Included in this list are cavity models that use a 

magnetic w d  boundary around the periphery of the patch, and transmission line models 

which represent the patch as a transmission line with lumped impedance loads at the radi- 

ating edges. These methods were the first to be used for anaiysis of microstrip antennas, 

and have been successfully used on many practical designs to provide a good intuitive 

explanation of the operation. These methods produce ody marginal results when applied 

to problems with thick substrates where a considerable number of surface waves are 



present, situations where accurate determination of mutual coupling is required, problems 

where the effects of feed circuit radiation is required, and for analysis of multilayer 

antema configurations. 

Fuliwave analysis methods accurately account for the dielecaic substrate. 

Models included in this jpup are the moment method, which uses an accurate Green's 

hction to represent the dielectnc layer, the nnite difference thne domah (FDTD), and 

the f i t e  element method o. Solutioas obtained h m  Wwave aaalysis methods can 

be used to provide all relevant electricai characteristics. These methods are preferred when 

modelling multilayer co&gurations, arrays with element munial coupling effects, and 

when accurate information is required on feed network mutual coupling and radiation. The 

main disadvantage of these methods is their high computatiod cost and low level of user 

confidence without experimental verifkation [4]. 

2.1.2 Fuilwave Numerical Analysis of Microstrip 

The moment method (MoM) is the most frequently used anaiysis for 

microstrip anterinas. The solution usually begins with the determination of a Green's func- 

tion that satisfies the boundary conditions for a unit curent located in the plane of the con- 

ductors. The Green's fhction obtained usually assumes infinite dielectric layers and is 

fiequently determined as the solution of the problem eaasformed into the spectral domain. 

The spectrai domain Green's fiuiction is then transformed back into the spatial domain 

which is usually a formidable task itself. The determination of the Green's bction in the 

spatial domah is actuaily only part of the prepmcessing required to setup the problem for 

application of the MoM. With the integral equation problem completely defined, the MoM 

is applied to create a set of hear  equatiom and then solved using ma& methods. A more 

detailed description of the application of the MoM is included later in a MoM section. The 

tirne required for solution increases dramatically with probtem size and the solution pro- 



cess is repeated for each fiequency of interest- 

Both FDTD and FEM analyses are more flexible than the MoM but are 

also numerically less efficient when applied to microstrip problems. The solutions to these 

rnethods involves modelling of all dielectnc and metal volumes within the problem, and 

also requires some representation of the truncatiag border. These methods are fiequently 

used for solutions to problems with arbritrarily conductor or dielectric geoemtries and 

may be used to sulve problems with inhomogeneous dielectrics. The disadvantage of these 

methods is the sigaiscant cornputation t h e  required in cornparison to even the MoM, due 

to the 3D problem space that must be solved 

in general, Wwave anaiysis models are computationally intensive and 

obtain quite accurate results, dthough these results provide iittle if any insight to the field 

structure or radiation mechanisu without some pnor intuitive knowledge of the fields 

expected by the user. 

2.1.3 Analysis Methods Chosen 

Two of the simplest models available are the approaches taken for the anal- 

ysis of this complex antema: the Transmission Line Model (TL-Model) and the Mode 

Matchiag Cavity Model. 

The TL-Mode1 is based on equivalent circuit representation for microstrip 

transmission ünes using closed fomi approxkmte expressions [3 3,43,47l. These transmis- 

sion line equivalents account for most of the antenna mechanisms and where there are no 

simple equivalents found, static or quasi-static models will be attempted. The TL-Mode1 

lacks the precision of Miwave anaiysis, yet is usefiil in that it breaks dom a complex 

problem into lumped circuit components and provides a simple schematic that an antenna 

designer may use to see the dependencies of the various portions of the antenna on each 

other. The TL-Mode1 does not provide a method of predicting the radiation patterns so a 



separate radiating aperture equivalent model will be required for this purpose. 

The mode matchhg cavity model as developed by [15,16,24] dl dso be 

pursued as it does a better job of descriig the W e r  of energy fiom the microstrip 

feedüne to the radiating patch. The fields in each region are determined in terms of the 

various modes diat exist in that region independenty. These independent mode solutions 

arc then coupled together using reciprocity, to determine the unlmowns amplitude, and 

phase coefficients, for the field components at a common d a c e  between wo regions. 

This analysis assumes the patch to be a cavity with perfect magnetic walls around its 

periphery, and perfect electric top and bottom waiis. These assumption make for a rela- 

tively simple solution for the patch modes that exist, but prevent the modelling of any sort 

of parasitic element coupling. The feedluie line is modelled as a dynamic plana 

waveguide with perfect conducting top and bottom walls, and magnetic wails on its sides. 

The mode matchhg cavity model also lacks an accurate way to predict the radiation pat- 

tern. This analysis method was not programmed as the effort required was not justified 

when commercial MoM packages with more accurate results became available. 

Commerciaiiy available MoM packages (Ensemble and IE3D) will be used 

to create the Uiitial element design and to optimize it. This process required a lot of time 

and many iterations, but an extremely well designed antenna element was obtained numer- 

ically. Simulations fiom Ensemble will be used to create antenna elements for experimen- 

ta1 verïfication. 



2.2 Proposed Antenaa Configuration 

23.1 Physicai Configuration 

The geometry for the aperture fed antenna design investigated is shown in 

the followllig diagram. 

The microstrip feedüw located below the ground plane excites a perpendicular dot etched 

Li the ground plane, and extends beyond the slot, terminahg in an open circuit stub. In 

this arrangement the fields on the microstripline excite an electric field across the narrow 

width of the dot which has a maximum at the dot ceater. This dot field is coupled to a 

patch located above it on a dielectric substrate. The patch is centered directly over the slot, 

in such a way as to produce lefbright and topbottom symmetry with respect to the dot. 

With proper design, there is a strong coupling between the patch and dot. This coupling 

level may be controlled with dot size, and proper selection of the patch substrate thick- 

ness. The parasitic elements included are for enhanced operating bandwidth and act as a 



capacitive load on the main patch. They have a cesonance that is slightly offset fiom the 

main resoaance thus creating a double-resonant structure. 

2.2.2 Design Parameters of Interest 

The antenna geometry of Figure 2.1 shows the 2-layers of this design and 

ali the parameters available for adjustment. The panuneters of interest in this antenna 

design are the tbichess of the substnite materials necessary to obtain good performance in 

the feed circuit, and fiom the radiating elements. Amther parametem studied, is the aper- 

ture size required to obtain a weii-matched, wideband, operating impedance while trying 

to minimize back radiation nom this aperture. The aperture size must be adjusted when- 

ever the lamùiate thiclmess is changed. The center fiequency is controiied using the 

dimensions of the radiating patch and parasitic elements, and also the spacing between 

these radiating elements. The stub length and a matching circuit u4.l be used to match the 

antenna to a 50 ohm system impedauce. 

2.3 Microstrip Patch Transmission Line Model 

2.3.1 General 

Microstrip antennas are radiating structures that were originally derived 

fiom microstrip transmission lines as a means of integrating antennas with feed circuitry 

on the same substrate. An obvious starting point for a simple anaiysis is thus the TL- 

Model that uses a planar waveguide transmission line mode1 to capture the transmission 

iine properties, and uses an open end effect to capture the effects of radiation fiom the 

patch. 

When modelhg microsttip antemas, accuracy of the results are of great 

importance but numerical efficiency is also required if they are to be weU suited for use in 

computer-aided-design (CAD) programs that possibly require many iterations before 



acceptable design results are obtained The TL-Mode1 uses an equivalent circuit of the 

antenna that provides some insight into how various parts of the antenna effect the imped- 

ance load that a microstrip antema presents to a feeding circuit. 

The original, simple TL-Models 1401 were not very accurate due to inaccu- 

rate assumptions made at various levels of the development of the equivalent circuit. The 

accuracy has increased with a new impmved TL-Mode1 developed by HPues and Van de 

Capelle [43]. When used on simple microstrip structures the results obtained with this 

mode1 were claimed to be comparable to those of more complicated fidi wave analysis 

methods. 

The w of microstrip aatennas in most practical applicatiom usually 

requires multiple elements in an array configuration to achieve the required gain and 

beamwidth. The design of these anays require feed structures that are impedance matched 

to the patch radiators and provide the proper amplitude and phase required at each radia- 

tor. Current CAD software is avaiiable that represents microstrip network components by 

equivalent transmission lines. The TL-Mode1 should be easy to integrate into these circuit 

analysis tools to develop a CAD package for the analysis of a complete array. 



23.2 The TGModel Equivalent Circuit 

The generai codiguration of a microstrip antenna consists of an upper con- 

ducting patch, a lower conducting ground plane and a aibstrate that separates the upper 

and lower conductors. 

Figure 2.2 Microstrip patch and its assochted electric fields 

The fïrst step in applying the TL-Mode1 is to develop the equivalent circuit that 

will be used to detennine what model parameters are required to adequately represent a 

microstrip antenna The equivalent circuit of the improved TL-Mode1 of Van de Capelie 

[43] is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2 3  Improved tirasmission line model equivalent circuit 

The admittance matrix for this center fed antenna 3-port circuit is [43]. 



where Y, is the characteristic admittance of the microstrip L e  formed by the patch, y, is 

the complex propagation constant of this Liw, and L I  and L2 are the lengths nom the res- 

onant edges of the patch. If there is only one feed point, as with a coaxial fed patch, 

assuming Il = I2 = 0,  and using some tigonomeüic identities, the input admittance is 

given as [43] 

L L where A = IZ-ll[ = I z - ~ 2 1  
In the case of a microstrip fed h e  I2 = I3 = 0,  and the input admittance is obtained 

ushg [W, 

The accuracy of the TL-Mode1 depends directly on the accuracy of the expressions used 

for the mode1 parameters. The self-susceptance B, is derived fiom the open-end effect 

concept, the self-conductance is based on the radiation conductance of an equivalent slot. 

The mutuai admittancc is also determiwd fiom the equivalent slot concept. The transmis- 

sion h e  parameters are based on the static and dynarnic waveguide models for micros- 

trips. 



2.3.3 Determination Of The TEModel Parameters 

The unknown parameters required h m  the equivaient circuit of the 

improved TL-Mode1 are line parameters Y, and y, , the self admittance of the dots Y,, 

and the mutual admittance Y,. The line parameters are expressed in ternis of a dynamic 

planar waveguide model which modines the open region problem to a closed region 

Figure 2.4 Microstrip dynamic p b a r  waveguide model 

The fkst parameter determined in the development of the complete dynamic planar 

waveguide model is the static effective permittivity sPe,,,O) calculated nom [17]: 



The next p m e t e r  detetmined is the static effective conductor width WefJO) , which is 

obtained using 1171: 

Using the static effective width and permittivity, we then detennine the static characteris- 

tic impedance ZJO) , which is obtained using [SI, 

where, Z,, 

The static planar waveguide model is then used as a basis nom which the dynamic planar 

model is derived. The fht dynamic parameter determined is the fiequency dependent 



effective perrnittivity ereff l  , wbich is calculated using 156,331: 

where P is determined nom the foiiowing series of equations: 

NOTE: h in mm & fin GHz. 

An accurate approximation of the âequency dependent characteristic impedance Z,V) is 

obtained using a power-current definition developed by Jansen and Kirschning [56,33]; 





The dynamic planar waveguide mode1 effective conductor width ?Ve,#) , is obtained 

using 1331: 

The last parameter from the planai waveguide mode1 to be detennined is the complex 

propagation constant. The fiee space wave number may be obtained using, 

This leads to the phase constant P which is the imaginary part of the complex propagation 

constant. The phase constant is obtain using, 

The red part of the complex propagation constant is the line attenuation which consists of 



dielectric losses, conductor losses and ground plane losses: 

a ' adiefoctric + agroundpfane + acotzductor 

The dielectric losses are [33] 

The conductor losses are 1331 

where, D,, = 1 + n - atan(l.4 - dR,d,a=) 

The ground plane losses are [33] 



where W' is the conductor thickness compensated conductor width as given before in the 

static model (2.10). 

23.4 Derivation of The Rndiating Slot Admittances 

The accuracy of the transmission line model is highly dependent on the 

accuracy of the expressions for G, and B, which represent the radiating dots [33]. in the 

original TL-Model proposed by Munson [40], it was proposed that the open end termina- 

tions may be assumed to be finite length dots cut nom an infinitely long, d o d y  

excited dot. The idea of representing the microstrip antema open end terminations by 

equivalent h i t e  length slots, in an infinite conducting plane, provided the simple model 

necessary to create a closed form representation for the radiating admittaace. The original 

n-Mode1 uses only two dots as show below: 

Figure 2.5 Two slot transmission Une model 

The derivation of the dot admittance Y, starts with the tangentid electnc field in the dot 

apertures which is assumed to be uniform, and expressed as (this derivation follows [17] 

pp. 535-537): 



1 O eisewhere 

The Fourier transform, with respect to y ,  of this aperture field is given by [17,43], 

As the field in the slot has only a y-component, the Fourier tmmform is 

The complex radiated power per unit slot length @ + jq) , in ternis of the spectral domain 

variable ky is [17,43] 

and 

The equivalent network of the two slot configuration can be considered as a symmetncal 

two-port with ~ e ~ a d m t t a n c e  per unit length y, = g, + jb,, and a mutual admittance per 

unit length y, = g, + jb, . Using these quantities the complex radiated power per unit 



Taking V2 = O , (assumiag excitation ody at VI), gs and bs may be determined [17,43] : 

These single integrais may be written as double integrals of Bessel fimctions of the fim 

kind J and second kind Y [lq: 

where s = kS the nomalized dot width, and the bessel fùnctions used are defïned [17] 

by 



The series expansion of JO and Y, are [58] 

QI 

JO(r) = i" xo[2 2 m + 2  ] ml = m!(n + m)! 

1 
where, hm = C ; 

integrating the senes expansions [17,58] nvice yields 

where, X = ln@ + y 

Neglecthg the higher order terms (with s < 1 an error less than 0.1% was claimed) 

[i 7,431 : 



This defines the per unit length admittance y, = g, + bs , to determine the parailel admit- 

tance Y,, across the slot, 

The improved TL-Mode1 of Van de Capeile 117,431 uses amended formulas for the self- 

admittance. The self-susceptance B, is determined using the transmission h e  formula, 

where Y,, p and AI are the characteristic admittance, phase constant and open-end exten- 

sion of a microstrip line with an aspect ratio of the conducting patch. The characteristic 

admittance and phase constaut were given previously. The line extension was calculated 

uing r47l 

where 



The calculations for the sekonductance G, foilows the derivation used in the simple 

TL-Model. The electric field in the slot aperture is assumed to be a constant value [lq, 

where Y' is the dot excitation voltage and S = AI is the width of equivalent slot. 

Figure 2.6 Equivalent dot radiator 



The spatial Fourier tlarisfomi of the aperture field is 

The aperture field only has a y-directed component; thus the Fourier transform only con- 

tains a y-component [lq. 

The total power radiated by this slot may be determined by integrating the complex Poynt- 

h g  vector over the aperture d a c e  A ,  

where Hap is the magnetic field in the slot aperture [lq. 

where 

The complex power may also be expressed in terms of network parameters: 



Equating the two complex power equatiom, expressions may be obtained for G, and B, . 

The previous expression for B, will be used so only detaiis for G, are required [IV. 

Expanding E, , 

The inner integrai in square brackets may be written as a double integral of the Bessel 

hct ion o f  the fht kind of  order zero [59]. Expanding this Bessel fiuiction as a series, 

then performing a double integration on each term, 

Truncating the series after the first 2 ternis and substituting back into the original equation 

and integrating the remaining integral [lq, 

where w = k WeiM and s = k S are normaiized dot length and slot width. The 



Si(w) bction is defined as 

2.3.5 Derivation of Mutual Conductance Representation 

The mutuai conductance term G,, is derived fiom the expression for 

muhial conductance between infinite slots. An awciliary couphg term is defined in [17] 

as 

where g, and g, are the per-unit-length self and mutual conductances of two TE-excited 

slots in a perfectly conducting infiaite ground plane. An analytical expression for gs was 

given as [17] 

The expression for g, is obtained using the complex radiated power per unit slot length 

p + jq  exptessed as a Fourier tmnsfonned aperture field in t e m  of the slot voltage Y, 

and V2. Using (2.53) and equating this to the real part of (2.55) an expression for g, was 

given as [17] 



where, L e ,  = L + AI is the distance between the center of the slots, and S = A1 is the 

width of the equivalent slots. Using a trigonometric identity, the ~in(a)~cos(b) part of 

Sirnilar to the derivation of(2.58) fiom (2.56), foiiowing [LI] a new expression for g, is 

Expanding the h c t i o n  ~ : ( l  f s) as a Taylor series aromd 2 ieads to [17] 

where the superscript (2n) is the Zn-th denvative. Tmcating the series after the nrst 

two terms g, is expressed as 

Using the identity 

The final expression for g,,, [17] is 



The auxiliary couphg function (2.91) is now expressed as 

The mutual conductance G, of the nnite-length slots is then obtained fkom [17] 

Pues and Van de Capelie compare the radiation conduetance of the four slot model to a far 

field radiation model. The four dot model used har two main slots of length Weg and 

width di and a distance between centers of L e .  and two side slots of length Le// and 

width di and a distance W f l  between centers. The equivalent radiation conductance of 

the four slot model was approximated as 

Cornparison of this equivalent conductance to the equivalent radiation conductance 

obtahed using the radiation pattern was claimed to bave good agreement [IV. The corn- 

plete conductance model of the four slot TLM was detemiined to be acceptable ushg the 

current component representation equations. 

2.3.6 Derivation of Mutual Susceptance Representation 

The denvation of the mutuai susceptance was similar to the mutuai con- 

ductance derivation. The auxiliary coupling function for the susceptances is expressed as 

the ratio per unit Iength muhial and self susceptance of two iDfinite length TEexcited dots 

11 71, 



Equating the imaginary part of (2.55) to (2.54) using VI = V2 the mutuai susceptance 

term b,  is expressed as [17] 

Similar to the g, derivation bm may be expressed as [17] 

Expanding the fiiactioa pi(l+ s) as a Taylor series around I le& to [17] 

Tnuication this series after the nrst two terms leaves [17] 

Using the identity [1 il 

The final expression for b,  is [17] 



A closed form expression for 6, was given in (2.70) that when combined with the above 

expression for 6, defines the auxiliary susceptance coupling hction as [17] 

The first approximation for the mutuai susceptance is [17] 

A correction hction Kb is added to compensate for the assumed aperture field distribu- 

tion. This terni is required as the susceptance of the radiating aperture is highly dependent 

on the aperture field distribution. An expression for this correction fiinction is dependent 

on w and assumed to be [17J 



2.3.7 Application of The Improved TGModel 

Ir. 

5 

The previous sections have developed, in closed forin expressions, ail the 

parameters required to model a patch antenna To test the accuracy of the component rep- 

resentation of the TL-Mode1 analysis, cornputer code was wrïtten (Appendk A) for a 

microstrip fed patch. Results fiom the TL-Mode1 program were compared to the resuits 

fiom both the Ensemble and E3D Miwave analysis packages (Appendix B). The compar- 

ison of the results obtained for this simple problem had the right gened form but were 

considerably metent  than the results obtained h m  both MoM packages. 

The next step was to try to represent the aperture fed patch. Following [13] 

the TL-Model is used to develop an equivalent circuit for the aperture fed patch. 

Figure 2.7 Aperture fed patch equivaient TGModel 

The parameters in the above model are specified as foiiows. The patch admittance is deter- 

mined using the TL-Mode1 and is represented by Yprch. The aperture admittance Y, is 

determined using [12] 

Where the slotline characteristic irnpedance Z,, and wave nurnber k, are determined 

using Cohn's slot analysis method [60]. The transformer ratios are taken directly fiom 



[13] and are given by 

and 

The input impedance is M y  determïned using [13], 

& 

2, - - jZ, cot (k&,) 
(NI )* Y ~ C I I C ~  + Y,p 

The TL-Mode1 analysis was programmed and the above aperture feed representation used. 

The results obtained were compared to published resuits using fdlwave analysis and 

experimental results. These cornparisons showed that the accuracy was less than desired. 

The model used to represent the coupling fkom the microstrip Line to the aperture, and 

fiom the aperture to the patch needs to be improved. With an accurate model for the aper- 

ture coupling mechanism, this analysis will be able to quickly provide valuable antenna 

impedance information. 

In the pursuit of an analysis tool for this antenna structure a mode matchhg 

analysis was attempted next 

2.3.8 Review of The TL-Mode1 Analysis 

The TL-Mode1 is weil suited to single layer analysis of patch antemas but 

produces questionable results when applied to multilayer designs. The major source of 

analysis error is due to be the cnide representation used to model the aperture feed. in gen- 



erai this method gave the author considerable uisight into the mechanics of this antema, 

but in its current form, provided little iaformation on the expected antema input imped- 

ance- 

2.4 Mode Matchiiig Analysis for an Aperture Fed Patch Antenna 

2.4.1 General 

A method derived fiom the original cavity analysis by Pozar [27l and mod- 

ified by the authors of [15,16,24] is presented here. The fields inside the cavity and the 

feedline are represented using a modal expansion. By applying the reciprocity theorem 

dong with a reaction concept, the modal field expansion in the two regions are coupled to 

represent the effects of one region on the other. The theoretical development requires the 

application of a cavity mode1 analysis for the rectanguiar patch, and the dynamic planar 

waveguide model is used to describe the fields in the microstrip feedline- 

2.4.2 Modal Expansion of The Patch Cavity Fields 

The cavity mode1 of a microstrip patch antenna stints with the definition of 

a bounded region. This region is defined as king bounded on the top and bottom with 

electrïc wails and by magnetic walls on aU the side surfaces creating a rectangular cavity. 

X 

Figure 2.8 Microstrip patch cavity model 



With a very thin substrate of height h , it is assumecl that the= only exid electric fields in 

the z-direction and magnetic fields tramverse to z. The cavity is coupled to a microstrip 

feedline through a narrow aperture in the ground plane. It is assumed that due to the feed- 

h e  there exists an induced electric field in the aperture with an x-component ody. Appli- 

cation of the field equivalence principle on the slot electrïc field mates an equivalent 

rnagnetic current source with ody a y-component This magnetic c u n e ~ t  source will pro- 

duce no y-directed electric field ço a TE to y field expansion wiil be pumied The wave 

equation expressed in terms of rnagnetic and electric vector potentials is, 

and 

For this TE to y expansion the vector potentids are, Â = O and F = Y 5 . The E and 

H fields are obtained using 

The field componets fom (2.1 19) and (2.120) yield, 

E,, = O 



The modal expansion must also obey the wave equation, 

When the height of the cavity is very thin it is assumed that the existing fields are constant 

with respect to z. The solution to the wave equation is known to be of the general form 

The unlmowns may be reduced using (2.121) to (2.126) dong with the boundary condi- 

tions imposed on the cavity. The electric w d s  on the top and bottom d a c e  require that 

the tangential electric fields vanish on these surfaces, and the tangential magnetic fields 

vanish on the magnetic side waiis. The original field componets now reduce to 



s o l k g  (2.133) and (2.134)' 

Applying the BC's (boundary conditions) to (2.136) 

Hx = O aty = O andaty = Wp 



Applying the BC's to (2.137) 

H, = Oatx = O andatx = Lp 

mn 
andat x = L,,, Hx=O+s in (k4p )=O+k ,  = - 

=P 

Equation (2.128) is now reduced to 

where Km, is a nomakation constant to be determined later. The dominant mode of the 

cavity is deiermined using 

2 and k2 = <u pa 

This antenna has a larger Wp than Lp and so the mode we are using is m=l and n=O 

(which is not the fiindamental mode) with a fkquency a, . 



2.4.3 Aperture Coupling of The Patch Cavity 

The aperture used in this anaiysis is a m o w  rectanguiar dot. This shape 

has ken shown to produce maximum coupling at the center of the aperture. nie micros- 

trip feedline below the aperture is assumed to induce aa electric field across the dot Using 

the field equivalence principle an equivalent magnetic cunent source is obtained. 

P i p n  2.9 Orientation of aperture field 

The equivalent aperture magnetic current is, nf = f i  x Ë,, where 6 is the outward nor- 

mai vector. 

From [I l ]  the induced cunents are given by 

v x E = -japR-ÂZ 

v x B =  joaE 

To determine the modal expansion of the fields in the cavity due to the magnetic current 

51 



source in the aperture, the H-fields must be expanded using an eigemction expansion. 

Applying the eigedimction expansion nom (2.143), 

The aperture magnetic current is the excitation source of the cavity fields but the cavity 

m u t  also satisfy the source fiee condition, 

combining (2.145) and (2.146) 

Ushg mode orthogonaiity, an expression for b,, is obtained 

1 mn = m'n' 
CL j@trnn = 

O mn # m'n' v 

where the integral is over the cavity volume. Applying this to (2.147) 



The d a c e  integral in (2.150) is over the magnetic c m n t  in aperture. Re-writing (2.143) 

using the solution for b,, , 

This describes the magnetic modal fields of the cavity due to the magnetic cunent in the 

aperture. The noma1i7rition factor Km, in (2.138) is required to determine the field corn- 

ponents. 

n*Y Hy = &,(y) sïn(c) cos (T) 

The nomalization factor is determhed by applying orthogonality to H which is real, 

substitution of the magnetic field expressions (2.153), (2.154) into (2.155) yields 

Using the integral solutions 



The integrai solution is, 

The normaiization factor solution is, 

where m # O 

This completes the solution of the cavity and the aperture, now the modal expansion solu- 

tion of the couphg between the feediine and the aperture must be determiaed. 

2.4.4 Modal Expansion of The Microstrip Feedline 

To determine the modal field expansion of the E and H fields in the feed- 

line a dynamic plana. waveguide mode1 was used [33]. The microstrip line is represented 



as a waveguide with electric w d s  top and bottom and magnetic w d s  on both sides. 
z 
t 

Figure 2.10 Feedüae geometry 

The feedline is represented using the same dynamic planar waveguide mode1 developed 

for the TL-Model. The scattered fields in regions I and II are to the domiiiant mode of the 

incident field fiom region I are expanded using TE to y modes. The E and H field com- 

ponents may be determined using (2.1 19), (2.120), and by applying the boundary condi- 

tion that Etan=O on the top and bottom electrical w d s  and Htan=O on the side walls. The 

E and H fields will be expressed as a dominant mode term, and a summation of al1 higher 
-je order modes. The incident wave is represented by the terni Aoe . 

The solution fiom [15,16,24] for regions I and II is 



2 
amn = (y) + (e) * - &,) 

where the summation in (2.161) excludes the dominant mode (mn=OO), A, is the ampli- 

tude of the incident field. in region I the unknowos A,, and A,,,' need to be determined; 

and in region II, A,, , AII and AI/ are the expansion coefficients that need to be deter- 

mined. In region II the coefficients AII and A,; are related through a terminating load at 

the end of the stub at x = x, + LStub and by applying perféct magnetic boundary condi- 

tions on the end of the line using 

The complete solution is detailed in 1241 and summarized in [15,16] and not included 

here- 

2.4.5 Field Components Determination Using Reciprocity 

Application of the reciprocity theorem to the total E and H fields usiug 

dEerent sets of test fields over the volume around the dot, allows the determination of the 

expansion coefficients for the incident and induced fields. The integral form of the 

Lorentz Reciprocity Theorem for a source fiee region [6,24] is 

The superscript a denotes total field ami b denotes the test field. The test field may be 

selected arbritrarily as long as it complies with Maxwell's equations dong the boundary 

conditions for that d a c e .  

From the TE to y the and 3 fields contain the components 



and the test fields, Simüarly, 

The lefi hand side of (2.166) contains contriiutions nom the foliowing daces :  

Performing the cross and dot products these terms reduce to 

The d a c e  SI is in region I where l? = E' and similady d a c e  SI[ is in region II 

where l? = E" . Surface SM is in the aperture given as in [27,3 11 as a piecewise sinuso- 

idal mode describing the aperture electric field. 



The test fields used are selected to make the evaiuation of the reciprocity equations simple 

to evaiuate and apply in the complex poynting theorem used to create an equivalent circuit 

model. A field with unit amplitude and the same field configuration as the fundamental 

mode of the feedline is selected. This is a propagating mode travelling in the positive x- 

direction: 

where FQ) = 

where the scaler fimction used is 

1 
- *  

*(& -y)) fi{M<w$# 
*S sïn&~~,, - w$) 

Al1 other field components are zero. These test fields and the total fields are used in 

(2.166) to give one expression for the dominant mode moda coefficients. This reciprocity 

procedure is applied to the negative travelling dominant mode to determine the coeffi- 

cients. The higher order modal coefficients are also obtained ushg reciprocity, once for a 

forward travelling, and then for the backward travelling modes. The field solutions £?om 

reciprocity for all these modes will now be used to create an equivaient circuit using the 

Poynting Theorem. 



2.4.6 Equivaknt Circuit Representation 

Since ali relevant field components in each region are now known, the 

Poynting Theorem may now be applied to the fields in the dot volume to determine au 

expression for the input admittance of an aperture fed patch. Pozar 1271 has shown that the 

discontinu@ introduced by the slot is seen as a simple series impedance to the microstrip 

ihe. 

Figure 2.11 Slot voltages and eaukalent circuit 

The Poynting Theorem states that the complex power supplied by sources inside a volume 

with no sources within the volume V, P, = O .  The t h e  averaged power leaving V 

across the S d a c e s  is 



The time averaged stored energy in the electcic and magnetic fields are 

For a lossless problem, the components in the Poynting Theorem for tirne hannonic fields 

are 

The dot is extremely thin so to a f b t  order approximation the volume integration may be 

negiected and one is left with the power crossing this surface, P = O .  This problem has 

three contributhg surfaces so the total power across these d a c e s  are related as, 

Substitution of the proper E and H components and with some manipulation (2.186) is 

reduced to 

The complete derivation for the above equivalent impedances is included in [24] but the 

summarkd version fiom [15,16] is included here. The term yt represents the admittance 

of the matching stub as seen at the slot, ys is the total admittance comprised of the higher 

order modes y,, and the dot-fed antenna y,, related to ys using 



Y s  = $=oL+Y,)  

The complete antema admittance is 

Yin = YL+Ys (2.189) 

The equivalent circuit for the antema using the above temis is shown in Figure 2.12. 

+ 
Yi" 

Figure 2.12 Aperture fod microstrip patch equivalent cucuit 

The higher order mode atimittance y, is much smailer than y, and was neglected here. 

The term, y, in the above figure represents the back radiation, which for a smaii aperture 

is assumed to be negligible and was also ignored. The aperture fed admittance was 

expanded using a Laurent series expansion around the desired resonance o and given 



The tums ratio N is approximated using a stripluie formula [48]: 

Reducing (2.1 97), it becomes 



This completes the parameter models required for the mode matching cavity analysis. This 

method was not programmed as the availability of a proven commercial fullwave analysis 

package made an accurate numerical analysis available. 

2.4.7 Review of The Mode Matching Anrilysis 

The mode matching cavity model is an efficient analysis tool capable of 

providing antenna input impedance information for a rectangular aperture fed patch 

antenna, but currently it is not able to represent more complicated aperture shapes. This 

method is derived fiom a rigorous theoretical analysis and provides better results than the 

TL-Model. The cavity model wiii need some modification to be able to represent the 

effects of p d t i c  antema elements. The anaiysis of the antenna element purnied in this 

thesis requires solution to a cornplex geometry that exceeds the capabilities of the mode 

matching cavity method. To accurately model this anterma problem a Mlwave anaiysis is 

required. The creation of such a tool is outside the xope of the htended research and com- 

mercial software was acquired to provide the requited analysis. 

2.5 The Moment Method 

2.5.1 General 

The application of the method of moments (MoM) reduces a linear func- 

tiond equation, to a linear system of equations that c m  be solved using mature numerical 



techniques. In this application, the MoM is used to solve an integrai equation [49]. The 

procedure starts by obtaining a fiuictional equation valid for the electromagnetic problem 

to be solved. The integral equation will be presented as [50] 

where G is the Green's fiinction, p is the known excitation terni and f is the unknown 

fiinction to be determined. The unknown h c t i o n  f is then expressed as a series of known 

(and preferably simple) bais functiom with imknown coefficients, where the buis func- 

tion is +,(;) with n=l,2.3 ,..., N [SOI. 

The variable cn is the unknown to be detemiined. Substituting expansion (2.202) into 

(2.20 1) the origllial integral equation becomes [SOI, 

The next step in this procedure is to take an huer product of (2.203) with a testing func- 

tion x,(;) where m=l,2,3, ..., N. The original integrai equation is reduced to 1501 



The inner product is usually an integral with respect to r over the region 

defined by D. The application of the MoM results in a N x N linear system that is solved 

for the unknown coefficients in the series expansions using matrix techniques. 

2.5.2 The Eleetric Field Integral Eqoation 

There are two choices for the integral equation, an elecoic field integral 

equation (EFIE), or a magnetic field integtal equation (MFIE). The M .  is known to be 

numencally unstable when thin embedded conductors are encountered [50], which is the 

usual microstrip conductor profile, so the EFIE is usually preferred. The EFIE is applied 

only to the d a c e s  of the conductors and the sole unknown is the true surface current. 

The boundary condition between dielectric layers is [50] 

and the boundary condition for the embedded conductors is [SOI 

where 2, is the d a c e  impedance. The cumnt < is the electric d a c e  current excited 

by the excitation field g .  This d a c e  current creates a scattered or diflkcted field 

6. A generalized form of the EFIE for the unknown surface current J f  is [SOI 

When attacking a multilayer problem the boundary conditions between layers must be 

included in the derivation of the Green's fùnction which is not a trivial task. 



2.5.3 The Green's Function 

The most efficient technique ushg the MoM and fomiulating the Green's 

fimction is to trmform the problem to the spectrai domain aiid calculate the Green's func- 

tion there [SOI. Once in the spectral domain there are two choices available. The EFIE 

may be written and solved in the spectral domain and the d a c e  cunent J I  transformed 

back into the spatial domain. The second alternative is once the Green's fhnction is deter- 

mined in the spectral domain, transform it back into the spatial domain and solve the EFIE 

there. The latter altemative is believed to be more flexible when solving odd conductor 

shapes and provides more physical insight into the problem. 

There are many options available for the potential used to create the 

Green's fiiactions while in the spectral domaia The most popuiar potential is Sommer- 

feld's vertical electrïc dipole (VED) [SOI. This potentiai choice requires the use of a 

numericd integration to traosform the Green's fùnction back to the spatial domain as there 

usually is no analytic transform solution available [SOI. 

2.5.4 Testing and Basis Functions 

There are several choices available for the basis fiinctions O,(;) and the 

testing fùnctions Xm(i) . The point mstching method uses the simplest choices for these 

functions, a pulse hction as a basis fùnction, and a delta hct ion as the testing fiinction. 

Due to these fiinction selections, there are no integrations required, and the analytical pre- 

processing is extremely simple. The ptice paid for this simplicity is the need for more test 

points within a problem space for accurate results thus producing larger matrices. A com- 

mon basis and testing fiinction choice for spectral domain solutions is Galerkin's method 

with identicai rooftop hctions for basis and testing. A negative effect of the Galerkin's 

method is that double integrals have to be evaluated for each matru< element. The benefit 

is that substantialiy smaller ma& size is required for the same accuracy obtained using 



point matching methods. Results h m  Galerh's method have been shown to be varia- 

tional [SOI- 

2.6 Microstrip Transmission Liaes and Feed Circuitry Analysis 

There is some concern about the level of feed losses that will be obtained 

using the commercial grade laminate at Ku-Band. To accmtely mode1 feed line losses 

and radiation a fullwave analysis is required. The feed circuit for this antenna will be 

designed and d y z e d  using the commercial MoM package E3D. 

To minimize the feed circuit radiation losses, cunrilinear surfaces will be 

used instead of abrupt right angle bends wherever possible. Simple models do not repre- 

sent these circuits properly so a Mwave analysis di be used to mate the complete feed 

circuit* 



CHAPTER 3: Radiation Models and Array Analysis 

3.1 Geaeml 

The objective of this portion of the thesis work is to develop a numerical 

model which will piedict the radiated fa&eld for a rectanguiar microstrip patch above a 

ground plane. This simple model wül be used with an array factor to determine the 

expected radiated field pattem for specific array co&guratiom. The method used here to 

predict the patch radiation pattern d e s  some assumptiom for the field distribution and 

neglects the radiation contnbuted by the parasitic elements. This will introduce some pre- 

diction emrs but these effects are secondary to the array pattern which is the primary end 

goal for this antenna design. 

3.1.1 Numerical Models for Radiation Prediction 

The method used here is based on the fact that the radiated field fiom a 

microstrip patch antenna is primarily due to the h g i n g  fields between the edge of the 

microstrip top conductor and the ground plane. The £kt models developed were based on 

this procedure and assumed that the mging fields at the radiating edges could be repre- 

sented as two d o r m  field dots separated by the patch length [40]. This model was con- 

stnicted using the field equivalence principle to create an equivalent radiating aperture 

model. The element radiated fa-field is determined using the radiation fkom a single slot 

and muitiplying it with a two element array factor to account for the second radiating 

patch edge. This approximate element pattem is then multiplied by an array factor to 

determine the expected radiation pattem for an array of these elements. The m y  factor 

will be obtained using array theory that will be included after the derivation of the eiement 

radiation pattern. 



3.1.2 Goal For Pattern Prediction 

The goal of this radiation pattem prediction is to obtain a closed form 

mode1 for quick and efficient d e t e e t i o n  of the element radiated far field. With the ele- 

ment pattem approximated, the anay spacing, amplitude and phashg information WU be 

obtauled using array factor multipiication. This closed form pattem prediction obtains 

solutions extrernely fast on crinent cornputers and many iterations may be performed in a 

very short tirne. To ver@ the radiation pattern d y s i s  developed here, the commercial 

array pattem software ARPS wil l  be used. 

3.2 Radiated Far Field Using The Field Equivaknce Principle 

3.2.1 Application of the Field Equivalence Principle 

The development perfomed here foilows Balanis [q whose derivation is a 

general implementation of the field equivalence principle. The field equivalence principle 

is a p ~ c i p l e  by which actual sources are replaced by equivalent sources. 

El, Hl 
.--_ ____------ - .  
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(a) Adud Roblem (b) Equivdent Roblem 

Figure 3.1 Actual and equivalent problem models 



The equîvalent problem of in Figure 3 .1 shows the original sources JI and 

MI which are to be removed Assume that there exists a field É and inside S and a 

field El and RI outside of S. For these fields to exist inside and outside of S they must 

sati* the boundary conditions on the tangentid electric and magnetic components. On 

the d a c e  S there must exist the equivalent sources. 

These equivalent sources radiate into an unbounded space of the same medium 

everywhere. The equivalent sources are said to be equivalent only in the extemal region 

Y,. Since the currents radiate hto an unbounded space, the fields may be determined 

using [q for the geometry shown in Figure 3.2. 



Figure 3.2 Geomehy osed for caiculation of A and F 

The steps involved in the appiication of the equivalence principle for a waveguide aper- 

ture in an innnite electric grouad plane is derived below. This derivation is anaiogous to 

the radiating slots in a microstrip antenna [q. 
n n n 
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Figure 3.3 Application of field equivdeuce priaciple on a waveguide 

The original problem in (a) is represented by an infinite plane and the equivalent current 

densities 2' and B, . Since the tangentid Ë vanishes over the conductor a magnetic cur- 



rent density a, exists over the aperture (b). The electric current density J' is non-zero 

and as yet unknown. Assume a conducting sheet approaches the suiface and shorts out the 

electrîc current 2;. The magnetic curent still exists and radiates through the conductor 

(c). The conducting sheet is replaced ushg image theory (d). Simplifying the remaining 

components leads to (e). The final equivalent has been reduced to a radiating aperture 

alone in a uniform medium and the radiated fields determhed using A (magnetic vector 

potential), and P (electric vector potential). 

3.2.2 Radiation Equations 

The fields radiated by the electric and magnetic current sources 2, and n' 
in an unbounded medium can be computed uskg À (magnetic vector potential) and 

F.(eiectric vector potential) where the integratîon is perfomed over the entire d a c e s  

where the currents & and exist. These equations provide vaiid solutions for al1 

observation points. The main diff?cuity in applying this method is the inability to perform 

the integrations required to determine Â and p. Using far-field approximations the com- 

plexity of these integrations is reduced considerably. For a far-field observation point 

the foilowing approximations are used: 

for phase variations: R z r - r' cos Y (3 -5) 

and for amplitude variations: R E r (3 -6) 

The variable Y is the angle between the vectors r and r' . The primed coordinates repre- 

sent the space occupied by the sources J, and M' over which the integration must be per- 

formed. The unprimed coordinates represent the observation point. The equations for A 

and F c m  be re-written as [q 



R = lls,e -y-&# cos iy 
42%' 

L = lJiüse 
-jW cos yr 

ds' (3.10) 
s 

The dominant far-field consists of the 8 and 4 components of the Ë and H fields [6]. 

(EA)o e-@Ae (3.1 1) 

(EA)+ z --jmA+ (3.12) 

(EFIe z Fe (3.13) 



Combining the above components the total Ë and R fields are [q 

E , z O  

The variables Ne , N ,  , Le and L+ can be obtained using 

-w cos yr N = ~ ~ ~ s d y C O s ~ ~ = ~ ~ [ ~ x ( î r + ~ û y + ~ r ~ z ] d  (iS1 

Using the rectanguiar to sphencal transformation matrix [6] 



The spherical components are [q 

-w cosy 
N,=~~[-4sin(+~yeos+id & 

S 

-kr' cos iy L, = I k ~ , c o s e = o s ~  + M'cos9 sin4 - ~ ~ s i n e ] d  dF' 

When solving for rectanguiar apertures with uniforni current distributions, 

the integration over the aperture is in its easiest form. The ciifference in the effective path 

length and ciifferentai source area for apertures in various planes is Uicluded below. 

For an aperture in yz-plane 

The avaiiabfe cunent sources are Jp J ,  My M, , the remainùig current sources are 

assumed to be zero. The difference in the effective path length and differential source area 

for this orientation is 



For apertures in the xz-plane 

The avaiiable sources are J, J, M, M, , 

For apertures in the xy-plane 

The sources are available J ,  J ,  Mx, My , 

r'cosy, = x'sinûcos4 +y'sinû sin$ 

&=(tT'dy' 

The radiating aperture of the microstrip pa 

(3 -36) 

(3 -3 7) 

itenna is assumed to have a 

constant E-field, this reduces the complexity of the analytic integrations of (3.28) to 

(3.3 1). These integrations may be solved analyticdy using the integral solution, 



33.3 Duectivity 

The directivity is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity for the 

antenna under test (AUT) compared to an isotropie radiator. The directivity of an aperture 

is found by first determining the radiation inteIlSity U(B,#) for the faraeld region elec- 

tric and magnetic fields [q. 

in a normalized forrn this reduces to [q 

The calculation of directivity starts with the determination of the total radiated power. 

The directivity is the ratio of the maximum radiation htensity to the total radiated power 

and is obtained using 

where the 4n term is included for the solid angle. 

The directivity is also obtained ushg the tem at the end of (3.40) as 



A fiequently w d  plot of an antenna radiation pattern is the directive gain. The directive 

gain is the antenna radiation gain, with respect to an isotropie radiator, in any arbritrary 

direction- This is usuaily expressed as [6] 

3.3 Radiation Pattern Piediction for A Microstrip Patch Antenna 

3.3.1 Application of The Equivalent Radiating Aperture 

Method 

The microstrip patch antenna orientation used or the radiation pattern deri- 

vation is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4 Microstrip patch orientation 

The above figure shows that the radiating slots lie in the yz-plane. Following the 



equivaience principle denvation in the last section the equivalent magnetic current is 

obtained using 

Using this equivalent magnetic cment source, the electric vector potential is determined 

using (3-9),(3.1 O), with the terms in (3.30) and (3 -3 1) simplined to [6] 

'kt' cos qf 
~ ~ [ ~ ~ c o s e  sinole' 

Since the aperture lies in the yz-plane the r'cosiy phase 

the differential area 

Le = 

tem is replaced with (3.32) and 

with (3.33), the variables Le and L4 are now determined using [6] 

Using the analytic solution (3.3 8), the ternis in (3 -48) and (3 -49) are, 



From L, the component Eh is deterrnined, and similady k m  L+ the component E, is 

determined The simpfified equations are 

The terms in (3.52) and (3.53) provide the radiation for a single aperture, to account for 

the second aperture, a two element array factor is used. The working neccessities are pre- 

sented here as later in this chapter array factors are covered in more detail. Amy theory 

assumes point sources dong an axis in this case we have the radiating apertures dong the 

x-axis and separated by the resonant length L . The foilowing figure shows the orientation. 

r2 

Figure 3.5 Aperture arny factor orientation 

The array factor is due to the phase variation between the two point sources. In the above 

diagram the distances r and r2 may be approximated by the foilowing: 



L 
for phase variations r s r - - sine cos + 2 

L and rz ar + sinecos@ 5 

and for amplitude variations r z r2 a r 

The total radiated far-field is [q 

The two slot array factor for this microstrip patch orientation is 



In the next section the microstrip patch anterina radiation patterns are presented for the 

mode1 derived here. 

3.3.2 Predicted Radiation Pattern for a Microstrip Patch 
Antenna 

The radiation pattern was pndicted with a computer program based on the 

foiiowing equations. The radiation fiom an aperwe 

and equation (3.63) for the two aperture array factor. The total radiation is obtained using 

The directivity was determined using 

and the directive gain 

The computer code for this caiculation is included in Appendix-C. The microstrip patch 

predicted radiation pattern is shown in Figure 3.6 for the two principle planes. 



Microstri-p Patch Radiation Pattem 
L=3.0mm, W=f.Omm. h* mil. W . 3 8  

Figure 3.6 E (PbFO) and H (Phi+) plane radiation pattern for a MPA 

3.4 Army Theory 

3.4.1 General 

The radiation pattern obtained with a single element in general have 

relatively wide beamwidthes and a low value of directivity. To obtain narrow 

beamwidthes, high directivity, low side lobes or some other particularly desirable 

radiation characteristic, a group of antenna elements is used. This group of antenna 

elements is usually referred to as an antenna array or simply as an array. The design of an 

array is in general a tbree step process. The first step is the selection of the radiating 

elements to be used. The second step is the determination of the required array geometry 

to achieve the desired characteristic. The final step is to determine the amplitude and 

phase relationship between these elements to meet the desired design specifications. 

The array may be comprised of identical or different elements. The use of 



identicai elements makes for a simpler numencal analysis and is the path chosen for this 

design. The elements may be positioned with periodic or aperiodic spachgs, in hear, cir- 

cdar, rectangular, spherical and trianpuiar geometries. The antema design followed in 

this thesis is a planar array compn'sed of linear actays in two planes perpendicdar to each 

other. The amplitude of each element is a parameter of interest when side lobe levels are 

of concem. Ampiinde distriiutions formulated in published literature on Chebyshev [62], 

and Taylor distnautions [SI] have k e n  shown to produce specific radiation pattern char- 

acteristics. 

3.4.2 Uniform Spacing and Amplitude Linear Array Factor 

An array factor of identical elements may be denved by considering the 

element locations as point sources. The actuai total field is obtained by multiplying the 

array factor for the isotropic point sources by the field pattern for a single element. 

A simple configuration is a iinear array that is orîented along one of the p ~ c i p l e  axes. 

The example presented here is a N-element iinear array along the z-axis. The array factor 

is the contribution fiom each element in the array. 



*dcos(0) 

Fi- 3.7 Far-field geometry for a N-element array along z-axh 

wherey = kdcosû 

In the process of simplifyllig, both sides of (3.69) are multiplieci by dv , 

Subtractiug (3.69) nom (3 -73) leaves, 

which for an array reference point centered along the array reduces to 



The above equation for s m d  values of yr may be approximated with, 

This array factor has a msurimum of N, nomalizing to a maximum array factor value of 

uni@, 

When applied to hear arrays dong different axis the \y changes to Werent equations. 

Our elevation plane linear anay nuis dong the x-axis, and uses 

While our azimuth plane linear array nms dong the y-axis and uses 

The resuiting radiation pattern for a uniforni amplitude klement linear array that runs 



parallel to the x-axis was predicted to produce the foliowing radiation pattern. 

Miwsûïp Patch Amy Radiaüon Pattern 
U n ~ A m p i i W e n w , ~ 2 m m .  L=3.9mm.W=ï.Omm. h=û ml, W.38 

Figure 3.8 Elevation pattern predicted for 4 element Pnaorm ünear MPA 

A four element azimuth plane, linear array was also simulated with the resuits shown in 

Figure 3.9, 



M-p Patch Amy Radiation Pattern 
Uni(bm Ampiimck m. d=l2mm. L=3.9mm. Wzl.Omm, h3B mil. W . 3 8  

Figure 3.9 Gzimuth pattern predicted for 4-eIement ~ W o m  h e a r  MPA 

These patterns for the elevation and azimuth planes were acceptable in the sense that the 

beamwidthes were as desired Better side lode control is required which will be addressed 

using a non-uniforni amplitude distribution presented in the next section. 

3.4.3 Non-Uniform Ampütude Linear Array Factor 

A related linear array is the non-Morm amplitude array that uses the same 

inter-element spacing but uses an excitation amplitude distribution dong the array 

elements. The uniform array of the previous section is laiown to provide a narrower half 

power beamwidth HPB W than a simila non-Morm amplitude array [a. A non-domi  

array is preferred when low side lobe levels are a design concem, as uniform arrays do not 

usuaiiy meet the speciflcations for this characteristic. The array factor for a non-uniform 

iinear array varies slightiy for an even or odd number of elements. An even numbered 



array wili be developed f b t  with the odd numbered anay rïght afler it. 

(a) Even nu* of eiements 2M (b) Odd n W  of eiements 2W 

Figure 3.10 Even and odd namber of elements in n o n - d o m  ünear arrays 

in the case of an even number of elements, the array factor for a symmetrical amplitude 

distribution is [6] 

normaiized [6] 



where 

array dong z-axis, 

u = kdcosû (3.87) 

The equation in (3.84) will be used dong with (3.85) for the elevation array, and with 

(3.86) for the azimuth array. When an odd number of elements is to used in an array the 

array factor used is [q 

-kdcos0 + a 22kdcos0 , nZM+ 1 = 2 ~ 1  +a22 3 
22 Mkd cos0 -j2Mkdcosû --. +aM+ +=M+ le 

-jkdcos 0 -~2kdwse . . . + a2e + ale + ... 



Normalking and using the same substitution as for the even number of elements case 

The equations in (3.84) and (3 .!JO) may be used but an amplitude distribution is required to 

obtain some unique array property. Some amplitude distributions achieve low side lobes at 

the expense of a slightly broadened HPB W. in the next section a Taylor Line source dis- 

tribution will be presented that provides good side lobe control without appreciably 

increasing the beamwidth. The non-Worm linear array radiation patterns obtain ushg 

the Taylor distribution will be included later in that section. 

3.4.4 Taylor Line Source Amplitude Distribution 

The Taylor Line source distribution was originally presented in a classic 

paper [5 11 on the synthesis of equal side lobe patterns. Using a continuous line source cur- 

rent distribution that satisfied the same cnteria as Chebyshev's linear array distribution, 

Taylor showed that although the ideal pattern was not physically realizable he could 

approximate it fairly closely using hctions based on the two parameters and A .  The 

pattern derived by Taylor has the first ;? side lobes at some desired level and di side lobes 

beyond this f d  off at for z = LE where L is the Length of the array. The synthe- A '  

sized pattern normalized to unity is given as [6,52] 



where z, are the nuil locations for the nnt is side lobes obtained using 

The variable a is a smoothing variable to blend the fkst side lobes with the remaining 

outer side lobes. This parameter is defined as, 

The panuneter A is related to the desired side lobe level using 

where R, is the side lobe ratio obtained nom 

The parameter i is selected by the designer with some specifïc selection guideluies 

[6,52]. Small values of i produce source distributions that are maximum at the center and 

monotonicaliy decrease towards the edges. While large values of i results in source dis- 

tributions that are peaked in the center and again at the ends of the array. It is recom- 



mended that very srnail and very large values for ;i be avoided. As a d e  of thumb tbis 

parameter is usually seloctesi to be at least 3 for anays with -25dB SLL and at least 6 for - 
40dB SLL [6,52]. 

The normalized current distnion that produces the desùed pattem is defined by 16,521 

Where SF@, A, i )  is the approximation to the desired space factor defked by 16,521 

There is an equation available to predict what the HPB W for this type of array approxi- 

mated will be: 

The radiation patterns obtained for the elevation and azimuth linear arrays ushg the Tay- 

lor iine source distribution with the non-Worm array factor are included in Figure 3.1 1 

and Figure 3.12. 



Microstn'p Patch Amy Radiation Pattern 
Taylor Distribulion N=4. SU=20. m. drl2mm. L=3.9mm, W O m m .  h=€i mil. E ~ 3 . 3 8  

Figure 3.1 1 Taylor distribution elevation a m y  pattern for Nd, d=12mm 

Microstrip Patch Amy Radiation Pattern 
Taylor Oistributior, N a .  SU=2S, n=4. d=î 2mm. L4.9mm. W-7.Omm. h=tl mil. Ers3.38 

O 1 O 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Obsmalhn Angie in kgmes 

Figure 3.12 Taylor distribution azimuth a m y  pattern for M=4, d=12mm 



The predicted radiation pattems for the elevation and azhuth linear arrays 

meet the prescnbed specincations. These lhear arrays will be used to develop a planar 

-Y- 

3.4.5 Planar Array Factor 

Planar arrays are the most fkquently designed fom of microstrip array 

designed in industry. The masons for this is simply better petformance due to more control 

parameters that the designer can utilize to produce symmetrical patterns with lower side 

lobes. When used in a phased array, a planar array is able to scan to any point in space and 

is not restricted to a single plane of scannhg. The antenna design piimied in this thesis 

will be a rectangular plam array whose radiation pattern is predicted as the product of the 

elevation and azimuth linear arrays [q. The planar array factor in [q is given as 

where AFEPLnc(û, 4) and AFHPIUno(Oi $) are either unifonn or non-uniform linear 

array factors defined earlier in this chapter. 

The directivity of an antenna is fiequently expressed in terms of a closed 

fonn expression. If the array is assumed to only produce a major lobe and ail side lobes 

neglected, the directivity is determined ushg [63] 

This equation is improved with the introduction of two correction factors, sM for beam 

efficiency, and k, for pattern factor. These factors are introduced into (3.100) as follows: 

41000 - E, 
Do = k, * HPB WEO HPB WH0 



The beam efficiency, E y is a factor leu than 1 and usually in the range 

The pattern factor, kp is 1 for U1Ziform aperture field distributions, and may be slightly 

larger or fess than 1 depending on the field distribution present 1631. 

A fiequently used approximation used for directivity of planar arrays that includes these 

correction factor ternis in its numerator is [q 



CHAPTER 4: Design 

4.1.1 Antenna Design and Fabrication 

The standard procedure for a n t e ~ a  design starts with some pre-determined 

performance specifications the antenna is to meet. Based on these specincations, al1 the 

possible antenna configurations capable of meeting these requirement are evaluated, with 

their advantages and disadvantages detailed, and the most suitable configuration selected. 

When the antenna configuration is detennined, preliminary design work continues with 

selection of a microwave laminate. This process is also performed by evduating d l  poten- 

tial laminate alternatives. A selection is made with equal emphasis on performance and 

manufacturability. Based on the results fiom these studies, an aperture fed patch with 

coplanar parasitic element design is to be pursued and be produced on Rogers R04003 

laminate material. This concludes the preliminary design work and provides the frame- 

work for the design of the radiahg antenna element and the antenna array. This section 

includes topics common to both the antema element and the array design, the two sections 

following discuss the antenna requkements unique to each design. 

Circuit Swcification: The anteMa feed for bodi the single element, and the array, is 

required to provide a traosfer of power fkom a 50 ohm coaxial source, to the radiating 

antenna element or elements. This requires a feed circuit weU matched to the source to 

minimize the amount of power reflected back and not ûansfened to the radiators. The 

laminate selected has a higher dielectric loss factor than traditional PTFE laminates fie- 

quentiy used at higher fiequemies. To minimbe feedline radiation losses, dl changes in 

line direction will use circular radius ben& [14]. The feed circuitry is to be designed for a 

center fiequency of 17G& and will be required to perform acceptably over the entire 

specified operating band. 



The output ports of this feed circuit will be 50 ohms, as the antenna ele- 

ments are to be designed for this impedance at a fixed point to d o w  for easy integxation 

of the antenna elements into any subarray or anay configuration. The design of the array 

feed has some extra amplitude and phase requirements discussed M e r  in an array feed 

network section. 

Substrate Material: The selection of a substrate material is an important design considera- 

tion for MIC's. Some of the concems that a microwave circuit designer must consider are: 

(1) dispersion 

(2) conductor and dielectrïc losses 

(3) d a c e  waves 

(4) substrate anisotropy 

(5) substrate thermal expansion in x,y and z directions 

(6) moisture absorption 

(7) manufacturability 

(8) material cost 

(9) material consistency 

(10) material availability 

Dispersion and dielestsic loues are of concern at higher frequencies like Ku-Band fie- 

quencies at which we are attempting to design. Although not ideal these effects are accept- 

able for the Rogers R04003 material selected. The SiUf'e waves may be controlled with 

proper pennittivity and substrate thickness selection. Substrate anisotropy may result in 

inconsistent circuit performance due to non-domi permittivity in the x, y and z planes. 

The substrate thermal expansion coefficients are of concem for circuit board mounting 

where mechanical stresses and interactions can cause board failwes in the field if not 

designed properly. Substrate moisture absorption is both a manufacturability and perfor- 



mance concern as hydroscopic materials tend to retain moisture and are difncult to pro- 

cess. These materials also have performance variations that depend on the amount of 

moisture and humidity levels present at any given time, they are not recommended for use 

in any non-henneticdy sealed circuits. Materid availability is a rnanufacturing concem 

that can lead to lost production the should delivery times and volumes be inconsistent 

with a program's rnanufacauing requirements. 

Manufacturability is the highest priority concem as standard PTFE circuits 

requite speciaLized etching processing and special chernical preparation for plating. In 

general mod PTE board shops are relatively expensive when compared to FR4 board 

shops. Material cost is also a concem in the substrate selection process. The laminate 

industry has begun to understand tbat the PTFE laminates currently available are not eas- 

ily fabricated in extremely high volumes and have begun developing new commercial 

grade microwave laminates. These new materials are FR4 like in their physical and fabri- 

cation characteristics, but have more PTFE üke electrical properties. Since the initial 

introduction of Rogers R04003 there have k e n  two additional alternatives to this market, 

25N was recently introduced by Arlon, and GML2000 by GIL. Material consistency fiom 

lot to lot is aiso important as some laminate producen do aot have controls in place to pro- 

duce large volumes of consistent, high performance laminates. 

Based on the manufactutabiiity and processing cost critena Rogers 

R04003 was selected. The R04003 material was also selected because of its lower pricing 

in cornparison to traditional PTFE products commonly used at microwave fiequencies. It 

is hoped that FR4 p ~ t e d  circuit board fabricators will be able to process these circuits 

and the program realize huge pnce advantages over similar PTFE circuits. 



Table 4.1 Rogers R04003 Properties 

I IOSS tangent a ~ O G H ~  1 0.002 1 

copper peel strength 
@W 

coefficient of thermal expansion 
(PpmIC) 

thermal coefficient of permittivity 
(PpmIC? 

4.1.2 Corporate Feed Network Design 

The configuration selected for excitation of the antenna array elements is a 

corporate, or paraliel, feed network. The excitation of a single element is relatively simple 

and was designed with considerations for easy integration into an array. Details on excita- 

tion of a single antenna element are included later as part of an element matching section. 

The advantages of corgorate feeding are: it is possible to achieve a high degree of ampli- 

tude and phase control in twodimensioiial planar arrays, and for broadside directed arrays 

it is easy to minimw frequency scaaning in wideband applications with equal electncal 

line lengths to aU elernents. 

The corporate feed circuit for this array wiii con& of a combination of 

simple microstrip circuits, specifïcally 3-way power splitters or T-junction circuits (actu- 

dly Y-Shaped in these designs), quarter wave transformers, and radius bends. The power 



splitter circuits to be used will have uniforni and non-UtLiform split ratios. There is a b i t  

on the physicdy realuable ratio of power directed to the high power and low power arms 

of a T-junction 1173. This Iùnit is based on the line impedance limitations due to fabrica- 

tion toletances. In g e n d  the width of hi& impebce  lines must be wida than lOOum 

(or O.OW') to be easily reaiized repeatedy. 

The array will be designed as the combination of two lincar amys, one for 

the desired azimuth radiation pattern and the other for the elevation pattern. The nnal 

antema will be a pl- anay using a combination of these linear anays. The resulting 

array distribution will be a two dimemional Taylor iine source distribution for 25 dB side 

lobes, using a Taylor side lobe control number of n 4 -  The required Taylor iine source 

distribution wiii be presented later. Once a feed network has beeo outlined, a fair amount 

of design work is required to meet the amplitude and phase requirements for the array in 

both the azimuth and elevation planes. 

4.2 Single Antenna Element Design 

4.2.1 Single Antenna Element Speciflcations 

The design specifications for a single antenna element are: 

(a) center operating fiequency of 17 GHz 

(b) back radiation 1 SdB down fkom broadside 

(c) linear polarization (vertical) 

(d) an operational bandwidth of better than 10% (with ISi 1~ -1OdB) 

(e) the antenna should be matched to a 50 ohm system 

The antenna specification that is to be meet is somewhat chailengin& a low cost, easily 

produced in extremely large volume, microstrip antenna, with a better than 10% operating 

bandwidth. The antema is to have a center frequency of 17GHz and a functioning band- 



width betxeen 16 and 18GHz. There is no specincation for cross polarization level but 

syrnmetry will be used wherever possible to minimize this property [371. 

4.23 Antenna Resonant Frcqaency 

This antenna element design started with the goal of obtaining the desired 

center resonant fkquency. The nrst design will be created using simple empincal design 

equations [41] to determine the resonant length for a simple microstripline fed antenna 

element The laminate thickness selected is 0.8 128mm (or 0.032") which is the thickest 

practical option available in this laminate family. These initial design approximations wili 

then tested numerically using a commercial Mwave analysis MoM package (Ensemble). 

Ushg an iterative proceu with this software package the resonant fiequency for this 

microstrip fed patch wili be refined until the desired center fkquency is obtained. 

4.2.3 Baadwidth Enhancements 

The bandwidth of the radiating element will be increased with the addition 

of two resonant strips to both non-resonant edges of the main patch element. These strips 

will be designed to resonant at a slightly lower fiequency than the main patch to create a 

double-resonant structure. Both parasitic strips will be made the same length to produce a 

symmetric pattern in the H-Plane. The patametea available for optimization at this level 

of the design will be the main patch length and width, the parasitic strips length and width, 

and the spacing fiom the main patch. The effects of these panimeters on the bandwidth 

obtained will be anaiyzed using the Ensemble software. Once a bandwidth close to the 

desired pedormance is obtained, the feed wilt be changed to an aperture feed to elllninate 

the feed line radiation seen in the microstrip patch broadside radiation pattern. 



4.2.4 Aperture Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

With a simulateci element resonant fkquency and bandwidth close to the 

specined values, the antenna design wiii be changed to an aperture fed configuration to 

obtain the additionai performance required to meet the design specificatiom. The aperture 

feed is initially started using a simple rectanguiar slot, following the procedures used in 

other published designs [15,16,23]. With an aperture feed configuration, the patch reso- 

nant length, aperture size, and open circuit stub lengths wiU be adjusted to obtain the 

desired center fiequency. The level of aperture coupling to the patch will be varied by 

changing the aperture length. The degree of coupling is noted in a Smith Chart impedance 

plot of the antenna by the diameter of a "coupLing loop'' in the trace. If the antema is well 

designed this loop will be centered and of sufncient sue to cover the bandwidth required 

l321- 

When acceptable couphg levels are obtained with a rectangular slot, the 

aperture shape will be changed to a BShaped slot using design c w e s  produced by Cohn 

in [42] and used by Pozar [32]. The H-Shaped dot has a higher magnetic polarizability 

than a simple rectangular dot, and thus the length may be reduced by about a third to 

obtain the same coupling level as a rectanguiar dot. The advantage of using a smaiier H- 

slot is that the effects of slot resomce and back radiation are reduced [32]. The H-slot is 

also preferred in tenns of manufacturability as the maximum coupling location, or "sweet 

spot", is wider than that of a rectangular slot as detailed in plots in [32,42]. 

Aperture fed microstrip anteunas have multiple parameters avaüable for 

optimization they include, the slot aspect ratio of width to length, dot position relative to 

the antenaa element, length of the tuDUlg stub, substrate thickness fiom microstripline to 

aperture, mbstrate thickness fiom apemue to radiating patch elements. The nrst three 

parameters are adjusted freely but the last two parameters may be adjusted with the appro- 

priate adjustment to the microstripline feed and the patch dimensions. Another parameter 

that may be varied is the impedance of the microstripline under the aperture, this parame- 



ter has not been studied in pubiished papea and is not Uivestigated here. 

The operathg bandwidth may be adjusted with changes to the aperture 

size, slight adjustment or tweaking of the patch resonant lengths, and changes in the cou- 

piiag gap between the main and pmisitic patches. When the antenna element has the 

desired center fiequency and bandwidth, the antema will be matched, ushg a section of 

transmission iine to move the impedance on the real axis of the Smith Chart, and a quarter 

wave transformer to obtain a 50 ohm system impedance. 

4.2.5 Element Impedance Matching 

The h a 1  design requires a matchhg circuit on the feedluie to obtain the 

desired system impedance. Using a Smith Chart plot, this will be accomplished by assum- 

ing a reference plane at the plane of the slot, and moving towards the generator dong a 

constant impedance üne until a purely resistive position on the antenna input impedance 

plot is observed. At this location a quarter wave transformer is added and an acceptable 

antenna input impedance matching obtained (Appendix E). Experirnental testing of this 

antenna element was performed using a test fkture and a coax to microstrip K-comector 

attached at the circuit board edge. The dimensions for a straight feedline antenna element 

are given in Figure 4.1. 



Figure 4.1 Diagram of mdiathg patch element 

4.3 Array Design 

4.3.1 Array Design Specifications 

The design specifications for anteana array are: 

(a) center operathg kquency of 17 GHz 

(b) a dat ion  pattern reqdment oE 

HPB WC,, of 15-20 degrees 

HPBW, o f  20 degrees 

Side Lobe Levels (SLL) of 15dB 

(c) linear polarization (vertical) 

(d) an operationai bandwidth of better than 10% (with IS I I <  - 1 OdB) 

(e) impedance matched to a 50 ohm system 

The first parameters attacked in this array design are the haifpower beamwidthes and side 



Lobe levels which are dependent on the inter-element spacing, ampiitude weightings and 

phasîng. These parameters control the dat ion  pattern that is rquired to meet the design 

performance specincations. The array is designed as the combination of two hear anays, 

one for the desired azimuth dat ion  pattern and the other for elevation pattern. The final 

array is a direct combination of these ihear anays. The required linear arrays were deter- 

rnined using the radiation pattern pro- of Appendix-C and the Tayior distribution of 

Appendix-D. Both linear array designs obtained use a Taylor h e  source distributions for 

25 dB side lobes, with a Taylor side lobe control number of n=4. An anay feed circuit is 

then created based on these weightings and pbasing requirements. The desired normalized 

amplitude distribution required for this Idelement (4x4) planar anay is shown in Figure 

Figure 4.2 The deshed plriur amplitude distribution and symmetry ceU 

The above figure shows the desired anay amplitude distribution. The specined subamiy 

feed network is to be completely designed, and replicated for the other three subanay 

ceiis. In the complete array there will be four subarrays connected with 3dB power divid- 

ers. The desired radiation pattern has a broadside beam so all elements are to be kept in 

phase. 



4.3.2 Array Amplitude and Phase Distribution 

A feed network design is requited to produce the amplitude and phase vai- 

ues determined in the previous section. The design of tbis network starts with a large 

amount of prelirninary design wodc to determine the amplinde levels requhd throughout 

the feed circuit The preliminary wodc begins with a translation of the array amplitude 

weightings into the reqWRd power levels at each output port. These power levels were 

then used to create power splitters with physically realïzable split ratios throughout the 

corporate feed network. 

The empirical calculation of the feed network power spiiffers was pro- 

grammed in the mathematical software package Mathcad (see Appendix-F) for quick iter- 

ative solutions when line impedances were changed. The numerical solution obtained for 

the power levels to the elements in the subarray denoted in Figure 4.2 as A&,C and D 

were A= -10.44 dB, B= -6.77 dB, C= -6.77 dB and D= -3.1 dB. These values were 

referred to as the lossless ideal power levels. The elements A and B will be connected with 

one splitter, and elements C and D with another splitter. The input of the AB and CD split- 

ters is also to be connected using another splitter referred to as ABCD. Four groupings of 

these subarrays are to be comected ushg 3dB power splitters to realke the entire 16 ele- 

ment array. To determine the required power levels in the N1 array, the lossless ideal 

power levels for elements A to D are decreased by another 6 dB and are required to be A= 

-16.44 dB, B= -12.77 dB, C= -12.77 dB, and D.; -9.1 dB. The subarray configuration is 

given in Figure 4.3 while al1 dimensions are provided in Appendix-H. 



Figure 4.3 klement subamy with proper amplitude and phashg 

4.4 Corporate Feed Design 

4.4.1 General 

The array feed method selected is a corporate feed for two main reasons. 

The fïrst reasm is that a corporate feed is able to provide control of the array amplitude 

distribution in both elevation and azimuth planes. The second reason is that the electrical 

length to each antenna element is required to be identical to prevent fiequency scanning, 

which is possible with this type of feed network. The fiaal array design is to be a 16-ele- 

ment array ushg 4slement mbarray groupings (see Figure 4.3). These subanays are to be 

co~ected with three 3dB power splitters, to realize the full array. 

To minimize the feed circuit losses, the array feed design uses radius bends 

throughout the network 1141. Even the power splitters are designed with swept radius 

ben& and formed into a Y-Junction instead of the normal T-Junctions usually used. In the 

effort to produce a compact feed circuit and adhere to the radius curved design, the ele- 



ment feed h e  is changed to a swept radius bend as shown in Figure 4.3. To maintain the 

same degree of impedance match some &or antema element modincations are required 

that were determined using the Ensemble MoM package. This new swept radius feed 

requises that the aperture Iength be decreased to L, = 1.8Smm and the hming stub at the 

end of the feed h e  be increased to LStub = 2.275mm (see Appendyc-H). 

4.4.2 Subarray Feed Network Design 

The subarray circuit design requises the design of a passive transmission 

line network comprised of power dividers, quarter wave transformers and radius bends. 

The transmission lines may be routed in any deshd fashion as long as they do not corne 

within a few lhe widthes of each other. This should reduce the degree of undesirable cou- 

pling between p d e l  lines. The change of line direction will be performed with radius 

ben& that are of wflicient radius to introduce a minimal effect on the Line. In [64] it was 

stated that for radius bend of R 24.0h,  the introduced effect will produce a 

YS WR c 1.05. 

Once the ami impedances for the power splitters are determined (see 

Appendix-F), the circuits are created using a transmission h e  mode1 to d e t e d e  the 

required line widthes for a desired arm impedance. The power divider output amis act like 

parallel lines and appear at the junction as an equivalent impedance, determined using 

where Z,, is the equivalent impedance presented at the junction, Ra and Rb are the out- 

put iine impedances. This equivalent junction impedance is then lransfonned to the 

required input impedance with a quartet wave transformer, determined using 



where ZTX is the requïred transfomer impedance, and 2, is the power splitter input 

impedance. 

Figure 4.4 Details of a power splïtter 

AAer an initial paper design ali circuits wîü be analyzed numencaliy ushg 

the MoM software IE3D to determine power split ratios expected, and refine the arm 

irnpedances as necessary. The MoM analysis is performed on the entire feed network on a 

block by block basis to assure proper power spiit ratios d o m  to each element. 

The original amplitude distribution weightings are used to obtain initial taro 

get values for the splitter output anns. The power at each output port is added and the effi- 

ciency of the power splitter determined. This efficiency number is both a figure of ment 

for a spiitter design, and useful later when the ideal lossy power split is required for verifi- 

cation of the simulated feed network performance. Using the Y-Junction splitter configu- 

ration the simulated power splitters were 95% efncient, or produced about a O.22dB loss. 

The initial lossless target power Levels at each ami were adjusted with the efficiency num- 

ber, and new lossy power target Levels obtained (Appendix-F). 

The individual splitters are then comected together to form the complete 

subarray and the power at each port compared to the lossy ideal nurnber (Appendix-F). 

This was an iterative process until acceptable power levels were obtained at ail ports of the 

feed circuit. 



4.4.3 Fuii Array Feed Network Design 

When an acceptable subenay design is obtained, the subarray is then con- 

nected to two 3dB power splitters to create the full anay feed circuit. This circuit's power 

levels were also compareci to the lossy ideal levels for acceptable values. The full array is 

shown in Figure 4.4 with aiI dimensions given in Appendix-H. 

Figure 4.5 A Ku-Band 164ement microstrip array 

The array feed circuit is created as a 17-port circuit with aii  ports tenni- 

nated in the same impedance. The simuiated data obtained for the circuit is then stored as 

a 17-port device, an s-parameter me. The antenna element is simulated separately on 

Ensemble and the impedance information stored as a 1-port s-panuneter me. A linear sim- 

ulator is included in the IE3D package and is used to determine the overall array imped- 

ance. The feed circuit obtained with IE3D is shown in Figure 4.5. The simulated results 

for the phase and amplitude of the hill array feed network obtained ~ o m  E3D are 

included in Appendix-G. 



4.5 Radome Design 

4.5.1 Radome Performance Specficotions 

The radome for this antenna is required to pmtect the antexma fiom damage 

in the harsh automotive environment with minimum degradation of antenna performance. 

The radome must withstaad vibration, extreme high and low temperature cycling, expo- 

sure to petroleum based fluids, it must be waterproof, and mechanicaiiy strong enough to 

withstand bumps and knocks fiom flying stones and othet debns. The radome is required 

to have a minimal effect on the antema impedance matching and have very low radiation 

Iosses. 

4.5.2 Radorne Configuration 

The design of single d e d  radomes may be divided into two main group- 

ings, diin wailed domes  and thick walled radomes [64]. The thin walled design requires 

a radome protective layer that is usually less than $ , which for this application is too thin 

to provide sufncient protection. By elimination, a thick waiied radome is to be used. The 

required radome thickness is to be determined using [Ml, 

Where n is an integer, 2. the 6ree space wavelength, E, the effective radome material per- 

rsaittivity, and 8 the angle of incidence. 

The antenna radome con£iguration chosen was a half wavelength thick sin- 

gle wailed ULTEM. ULTEM is a thennoplastic polyethermide fiom General Electric with 

excellent mechanical properties. Its electrical properties are specifïed as a dielectric con- 

stant of roughly E, = 3.5 and a dielectric loss tangent of roughly tan6 = 0.005 . Using 

(4. l), the empricial design for this radome requires the determination of the radome thick- 



ness. An estimate for the ULTEM effective permittivity at 17GHz was required as the sup 

plied information stopped at 1 O G k  The estimated value wd is, = 2.85 . Ushg this 

effective permittivity a thickness of S.2m.m (or 0.205") was desired. The required spacing 

between the radome and the antenna d a c e  is of yet unknowu but a half wavelength will 

be used as an initial spacing. A haif wavelength spacing was anticipateci to provide the 

minimum transmission loss as the refiections off the inner radome surface shouid add in 

phase with the next wave fiont off the antenna d a c e .  The fke space hdf wavelength 

used is 8.8 1mm (or 0.350"). 



CHAPTER 5: Experimental Results 

5.1 Single Element 

The 50 ohm feed line was WS0 = 0.47mm 
The matching stub beyond the slot was Lsiub = 1.975mm 
The Line length fiom the aperture to the transformer, L ,  = 1.50mm 
The matching transformer was 8.54 ohms and = 0.1 75 mm 
The transformer length was L85-4 = 2.6Omm 

5.1.1 Physical Dimensions and Laminate Properties 

The experhenta.1 testing of the antema anay started with a verifkation of 

the element design. These antennas are fabricated on the R04003 series of laminates. The 

core thickness used for the feed circuit is 203.2um(0.008"), and the patch radiators on a 

812.8um (0.032") core. The dielectric constant for R04003 is stated to be E, = 3.38 and 

the dielectric loss tangent, tan6 = 0.005. These two substrates will be bonded together 

with an ARLON 6700 bonding nIm, 38um (0.0015") thick, with a dielectric constant of 

E, = 2.35 , and a dieleceic l o s  tangent of tan6 = 0.0025 . Included below are al l  rele- 

vant patch dimensions, these dimensions are included in Figure 4.1. 

The dimensions of the microstrip patch antema element are as foiiows: 

Main patch width Wd = 7.0mm 
Main patch remnant length Ld = 3 JOmm 
Parasitic patch widtb Wp = OSmm 
Parasitic patch resonant length Lp = 4.20mm 
H-plane gap between main and parasitic patches S, = 1.04mm 
Coupling aperture width Wop = 0.2mm 
Coupling aperture length Lw = 1 .Wmm 

The vertical aniis of the H-slot are 2: = 0.9Snin 

The feed line to the aperture dimensions are as foiiows: 

A 50 ohm feedlïne is comected with a microstrip to coaxial cable tab K-connecter at the 

edge of the board for test rneasurements. The final design will have no microwave connec- 

tors as the entire transceiver will be located on the feed circuit layer. 



5.1.2 Resonant Frequency 

Antenna resonance and impedance measurements are perfomed on a 

Hewlett Packard 8510C vator network analyzer (VNA). Before any measurements are 

performed, the VNA is calibrated for one port measurements. The caliration process 

involves the measmement of a set of calibration test standards (a 50 ohm matched load, a 

short, and an open). The VNA then uses these calibration measurements to numerically set 

the reference plane for the measurements at the end of the VNA system coaxial cables. 

niis effectively removes the effects of aii cabling upto this point. 

The W A  is able to coiiect both amplitude and phase information on the 

signal reflected back fiom the device under test (DUT). The magnitude of the reflected 

signal is w d  to detennine the DUT r e m  los. When both the reflected amplitude and 

phase information are used, the system is able to produce information on the complex 

impedance of the DUT and conveniently plots it using a Smith Chart. 

The measurement trace in Figure 5.1 shows the double resonance of the 

single anteana element. The main patch king shorter is the resonance seen in the -33.9dB 

dip at l7.26GH.z The longer parasitic patch elements are resonant at 16.58GHz as noted 

by a -34.5dB clip in the reflection magnitude. The close prolrimity of these resonances pro- 

duces the wide bandwidth desired. 



Figure 5.1 Return loss log magnitude plot for a single antenna element 

The dimensions used for the fabricated experimental element were determined ushg the 

commercial MoM package Ensemble. This designer is quite familiar with the results 

obtained using this package and compensated for the 507% shift dom in fiequency fiom 

simulated to realized experimental resdts. The simulation results are included with the 

measured results in Figure 5.1. The simulated data trace shows a double resonance, but 

these resonances are at 18.6GH.z (with a -29dB dip) for the main patch, and for the para- 

sitic patches, at 17.3GHz (referring to the -23dB notch). 



5.1.3 Input Impedance 

The input impedance measurement is an important parameter used by most 

antenna designers. The complex autenna impedance is usually displayed in polar fom as a 

Smith Chart plot. The input impedance is used extensively in the design of this antenna 

element as the level of coupling is clearly noted on the Smith Chart as a loop [32]. The 

antenna is over-coupled when a large couphg loop is noted, and under-coupled when a 

small coupling loop (or m loop) is seen. The optimum lwp size depends on the bandwidth 

and match level desired. 

As mentioned, the design verification of this element was performed using 

the Ensemble MoM soAware package. The input impedance obtaiaed with this tool is 

shown in Figure 5.2. The plot shows a good sized coupling loop and is weil placed for 

optimum bandwidth for this design. 
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Figure 5.2 Smith Chart input impeàance plots for a single antema element 

The measured input impedance is also shown in Figure 5.2 and the two traces agree quite 

well. There is a small discrepancy between the plotted data which might be atûibuted to 

the bonding film that is not included in the antenaa mode1 simdated. Another possible 

source of error is the 50um (0.002") etch resolutions obtained with current processing 



equipment The requùed layer to layer registration for this circuit is yet d e r  possible 

source of error due to any slight misalignment The effects of the K-connecter used to con- 

nect the antenna to VNA coaxial cable is also not accounted for and could contribute to 

the discrepancy noticeci. 

5.1.4 Bandwidth 

A very important design specincation for this antenna is the operating 

bandwidth. The baodwidth, for this antenna is determined using the microstrip patch 

impedance bandwidth, including the feed matching circui, and the antennas radiation 

properties over the specified fiequency range. 'The useful impedance bandwidth is defined 

by the antenna retum loss, wbich is the range where the match was better than -10 dB. 

Looking back at Figure 5.1, the acceptable impedance bandwidth extends over the entire 

measured range nom 16 to 18 GHz This bandwidth referenced to the center frequency of 

17GHz equates to better than a 1 1.75% bandwidth. This bandwidth was deemed accepta- 

ble as the required operating bandwidth is fiom 16.25GHz to 17.75GH.z or 8.8%. The 

measurements of the radiation pattern did not show a noticeable variation across this 

bandwidth so the irnpedance was deemed to be the bandwidth limiting factor. 

The simdated results for this antenna element showed a bandwidth 

considerably wider than the 17 to I9GHz bandwidth simdated as the retum loss at these 

band edges was - 1 7dB. As mentioned previously, the simulated redts are performed over 

a siightly higher operathg fiequency, to compensate for the shift down in measiired data, 

seen previously by the author on other designs produced with Ensemble. 



5.1.5 Radiation Properties 

The antenna dat ion  pattem measurements were performed in an 

anechoic chamber at HE Microwave. The data is coiiected automaticdy using an in house 

labview data collection program. The f d e l d  region of an antenna is commonly specined 
2 ~ '  as beginning at [q: this requirement is meet for the foilowing measurements pre- 

sented. The procedure used coiiect this information is to first calibrate the anechoic cham- 

ber test measurement equipment using a standard gain hom antenoa with knom broadside 

gain characteristics across the fkquency band of interest. The calibration horn is then 

replaced with our antemas under test (AUT) and gain measurements perfomed in the two 

principle planes (E-Plane and H-Plane). 

The single patch antenna elements were fabrkated on 4.45cm x 4.45 cm 

(3.S9x3.5'~) circuits. These circuit dimension were dictated by the docated area for the 

antenna in the final product. The s m d  ground plane pmduced with this board size is 

responsible for the edge difliaction effects [61] seen in the E-plane meanirements, as 

shown in Figure 5.3. The pattern would have ken  cleaner had a larger ground plane cir- 

cuit been used, but the purpose of the element design is to prove that the element did in 

fact radiate before creation of an array. 



Figure 5.3 Measund radiation pattern for a patch antema element 

The sMulated radiation pattern for this element fiom Ensemble shows the same form as 

the measured data (without the finite ground plane ripple). 

Figure 5.4 Simulated element radiation pattern 



5.1.6 Directivity 

The directivity of an antenna is a measure of an antenna's ability to receive 

or transmit energy in a certain direction. This measurement is usudy defined as the ratio 

of the maximum radiation intensity ofthe tested antenna divided by the expected radiation 

intensity of an isotropie datort  There is no easy means of determinhg the directivity so 

a closed form empùical approximation is used. The wideiy used approximation of Balanis 

[q uses the haif power beamwidthes (HPBW) of the two principle planes. 

Where the E-Plane haif power beamwidthes is ûE, and the H-Plane OH. The ripples in the 

measured radiation data d e s  the determination of the element HPBW difficult but 

values were extracted fiom the measured data as is. The E-Plane HPBW is measured to be 

0 = 1 15 -66 and the H-Plane HPB W OH = 74 . The directivity is calculated to be 

Do = 3.79 in iinear units or Do = 5.78 dB. 

5.1.7 Gain 

The gain characteristics of an antenna is a measurable qwtity that usually 

determines if an antennas performance is acceptable. The standard procedure used is to 

calibrate the antenna measurement equipment, by measuring a known gain reference 

antenna and referrhg the AUT measured data to these vaiues. The gain is dytical ly  

expressed as the product of the antenna directivity and the antenna efficiency [a. 

The efficiency factor is a number less than unity that accounts for the losses present when 

compared to the analytic expression for directivity. The measiired gain of this antenna had 



a slight discrepancy between the E and H-Plane values. The EPlane produced a measured 

gain of 2.9dB and the H-Plane 3.07dB. The higher of these two values is used for al l  cd- 

cuiations. Before this gain value is used the reference plane is moved to the feed Line 

directly below the aperture. This is accomplished by artificiaiiy adding back the transmis- 

sion h e  losses. The transmission h e  losses were determined using the VNA to meanne 

the insertion loss for various lengths of 50 ohm aaasmission line. The experimental results 

determineci the insertion loss to be about 0.295dBfcm (or 0.75dBliich). The single patch 

had roughly 4.45cm (1.75'3 of line length h the edge of the board to the desired refer- 

ence location under the slot Using this dimension it is determined that 1.3 1dB should be 

added to account for the losses over this length of transmission iine. The gain for the refer- 

ence plane adjusted antenna is 

5.1.8 Efficiency 

The antenna efficiency is a factor used to account for ail losses 

experienced. There are three mechanisms for loss in this aateniia The antenna will 

experience a mismatch loss e, if the antema is not weii matched to the feed circuit. The 

largest source of antenna loss are usuaily the conductor and dielecûic losses ecd which are 

usually measured together and are presented here as a single term. The total antenna effi- 

ciency is the product of these terms [a: 



The antenna r e m  Ioss is used to determine the reflection coefficient [q. 

The return Loss measured at the center fkquency is -18.6dB. Using (5.6) the reflection 

coefficient is determined as Ir1 = 0.014. The mismatch efficiency is determined using 

r 6 l 9  

For this antema the mismatch efficiency is e, = 0.9998 which is close enough to unity to 

be considered 1. The overail antenna efficiency is then determined using the ratio of real- 

ized gain to the expected directivity fkom the approximating equation (5.1). The antenna 

efficiency is 

This number di be used in the calculation of array efficiency later in the antenna array 

section. 

5.2 Antenna Array 

5.2.1 Physical Dimensions 

The single antenna element of the previous section, with slight moditica- 

tions (see Appenduc-H), is used to create a 16-element array in a 4x4 configuration. There 

are too many array dimensions to List here but ail dimensions are included in Appendix-H 

in exploded views. 



5.2.2 Resonant Frequency 

The antema anay resonant fiequency is measiired using a VNA and plot- 

ted in a log magnitude formaî. In Figure 5.5 a double resonmce may be seen with a lower 

resonance at 16.6GHz but the second higher resonance seems to have flatteneci out and is 

less prominent The rneasiired circuit showed the same downward fkquency shifl of 

mund 507% when compared to the MoM design resuits using IE3D. 

Figure 5.5 Measured log magnitude plot of the 16-element a m y  

The simulated results with a coarse fkquency sweep are included in Figure 

5.6 on the next page. 



Figure 5.6 Simdated log magnitude plot of the lhlement artay 



5.2.3 Input Impedaoce 

The measiired input impedance is shown in Figure 5.7. The measured data 

shows a very good sized coupihg loop centered on the chart for near optimum bandwidth 

performance. 

Figure 5.7 Measured input impedance of the lklement array 

The simuiated results for the fidl anay are included in Figure 5.8. This plot 

shows that the design was weii matched for simulated fiequecies fkom 17.5 to 18.5 GHz. 

More simulated data shouid have been coilected but due to cornputer resources available 

(memory) and time contraints, only this subset of the desired range was simuiated. 



Figure 5.8 Simdated input impedance of the 164ement a m y  

5.2.4 Bandwidth 

The bandwidth of this array may be extracted fkom Figure 5.5. In this fig- 

ure there exists a retuni loss better than -1 5d.B fiom 16.2GHZ to better than 18.0GHz. This 

measured information corresponds to a bettet than 9% operating bandwidth. 

53.5 Radiation Properties 

The array is again measued ushg the same test calibration as the single 

element The rneasured array radiation pattern of Figure 5.9 does not show any of the dif- 

hction effects seen in the single element measurements. The radiation pattem exhibits 

symmetry and meets the design specincations in ternis of side lobe level and required azi- 

muth (H-Plane) and elevation (E-Plane) half power beamwidths. 



Figure 5.9 Radiation pattern merswd for 16-element a m y  

The radiation pattern obtained from hear array simulations for the azi- 

muth and elevation airays is shown in Figure 5.10 (see Figure 5-12 and Figure S. 15 for the 

array configurations used). 

Figure 5.10 Simuiated radiation pattern using hear a m y  approximations 



The directivity for thïs antenna is again approxîmated usïng (5.1), the 

HPBWys for this antenna is extnicted h m  the raw measured radiation pattem data. The 

E-Plane HPBW is OE = 18.26 and the H-Plane OH = L9.93 . The estimated directivity 

for this antema is 

5.2.7 Gain 

The measured gain for this antenna is obtained h m  the measured radiation 

pattern data. There was a slight discrepancy for the gain measured in the two planes. The 

measured E-Plane gain was 15.44dB, while the measured H-Plane gain was 15.10dB; the 

higher value of the two was assumed to be the gain of this antema. 



5.2.8 Efficieney 

The efficiency for the radiating elements in the array is assumed to be the 

same as the vdue caiculated for the suigle element Ushg this assumption the total power 

loss of the array feed circuitry could be extiacted. This section shows the cnde method 

used to extract these feed circuitry losses. The antenna efficiency of et = 0.722 was 

changed to a loss of L, = 1.41 dB. Assuming that (5.1) is accurate for this antenna the 

losses due to the feed circuit LFC is the difEerence between the dîrectivity and the antema 

efficiency compensated, measured gain. 

L ,  = Do - (G + L,) 

The resulting feed circuit losses are estimated to be, 

The overall antenna efficiency including the feed circuit losses is 

This efficiency although not ideal was deemed acceptable for use in an automotive radar 

system. 

5.2.9 Mutual Coupling 

The mutuai couphg for this anay configuration has been analyzed numer- 

ically using the Ensemble MoM package. This tool has proven to be extremely accunite 

and could eady provide this information. The problem is reduced to nrst an E-Plane line 

array, then as an H-Plane array. The simulated problem had four ports, one for each ele- 

ment, with the array amplitude distributions used at each element. The element used for 



the E-Plane simulations is shown in Figure 5.1 1. 

Figure 5.11 Element used in elevation plane mutual coupling analysis 

The configuration used for the E-Plane simulation has elements with 

1 2mm spachg between centers as show in Figure 5.12. 

4 

Figure 5.12 E-Plane configuration used to determine the mutual coupihg 



The mutual couphg between each element acmss this plane of the array is shown in Fig- 

ure 5.13. In generai the couphg level between the closest elements was appmximately 

-17dB with a slight increase as the kquency inmases. 

Figure 5.13 E-PIane element mutuai coupling leveis 

The antennas elements used for the azimuth Linear array analysis are show 

in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14 Elementcenter u s d  in azimuth pluie mutual couphg analysh 



The azimuth linear array used to detemine the H-Plane muhial coupling is shown below 

in Figure 5.15. 

1 2 . 0 0 0 0 ~ - 1 2 . 0 0 0 G  12.C.004y 
j 

Figure 5.15 ConQguration used to simolate H-Pline mutual coupling 

In general the mutual couphg in H-Planes is lower than the level observed 

for the E-Plane. The mutual coupling levels obtained fiom this simulation are shown in 

Figure 5.16. This plot shows a lower couplhg level than the E-Plane hear array, but it 

tends to increase at higher fiequemies where the E-Plane couphg levels remain relatively 

flat, 

401 I I I 
16 17 18 19 

Figure 5.16 H-Plane element mutual coupiing leveh 

This mutuai coupling information will be used for the integrated tmnsmit 



and receive antenna to be designed later. This design is required to meet an isolation spec- 

ification of SOdB, which may require some rnociiî5cations to the substnite between the 

antenna arrays. 

5.3 Radome Covered Antenna Array 

5.3.1 Physical Dimensions and Material Properties 

As detailed in the chapter on design, the radome was required to cover this 

antenna to protect it fiom the harsh environmental conditions it will experience. The mate- 

rial used was a material fiom General Electric calied ULTEM. This material has similar 

properties to lexan but is also able to withstand exposure to hyàmcarbons. The ULTEM 

layer used was a halfwave length which was determined to be about 5.2mm (0.205"). This 

protective layer was located roughly a halfwave wavelength above the antenna nuface or 

8.8 1mm (0.350"). The radorne profile view of the configuration is shown in Figure 5.17. 

Air Spacer 

Figure 5.17 Pmfiie of radome cobfiguration 



53.2 Resonant Frequency 

The array tesornt fhquency was not changed appreciably when w d  with 

the d o m e  configuration of the previous section. 

Figure 5.18 Radome coverd 16-element interna retum loss 



53.3 Input Impedance 

The experirnental measurements on the radome covered anteana show that 

with the spacing use& the tadorne had liale or no effect on antenna input impedance. 

Figure 5.19 Radorne covered 16-element antema input impedance 

5.3.4 Bandwidth 

The radome design used proved to be very successfbi in ternis of minimiz- 

ing its loading effects on the antenna as the operating bandwidth was almost identical to 

the uncovered array measurements. This radome design might be compromised in the 

future as size is a major concem in the automotive rmuket and there is pressure to move to 

a thinner radome structure. 



5.3.5 Radiation Pmperties 

To determine the radome aansmission losses the antenna array radiation 

pattern is re-measured wîth the radome in place, and compareci to the uncovered case. The 

H-Plane radiation plot with the covered and uncovered results super-imposed is shown in 

Figure 5.20. 

Figure 5.20 H-Plane radiation pattern of uncovered vs covered antenna a m y  

5.3.6 Transmission Losses 

The transmission losses for this radome configuration are detenniaed by 

subtracting the gain measured with the radome, fbm the gain measured without the 

radome. The transmission loss was determined to be 1.16dB at the center kquency of 

17.0GHz. These losses increased at both the upper and Iower band edges. At the lower 

edge 16îGHz the measured losses are 1.67dB and at the upper band edge the measured 

transmission loss is 1.42dB. The measured transmission loss minimum is close to the 

antenna center frequency; this confirms that the radome thickness used is near optimum. 



CHAPTER 6: Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 General 

To start the concluding remarks a brief suxnmary of the purpose of this 

research is provided The antenna design presented in this thesis is part of the research into 

the development of a receive antenna for a potentially large volume automotive collision 

avoidance product. The automotive industry is notorious for aggressive pnchg policies 

and this cornplex radar system was required to be produced with considerable pressure to 

reduce costs. The design created was datively novel in terms of configuration, but 

entered a new realm of microwave engineering with the attempt to design a Ku-Band 

product on a commercial grade laminate. Traditional laminate materials are based on poly- 

tetraflouroethylene (PTFE) which although saperior in electncal performance are consid- 

erably more expensive and did not meet the material cost projections for this program. 

The design of an aperture fed microstrip patch antenna with parasitic ele- 

men& on Rû4003 was successful, and a working prototype fabncated, with the desired 

performance. This radiating element was then used in the creation of a 16-element -y, 

in a 4x4 configuration, with a Taylor Illie source amplitude distribution to reduce side 

lobes. There were some concems during the array development that the R04003 wodd be 

too lossy to be used at Ku-Band, these concems were moderated 4 t h  the crwilinear array 

feed network developed. The feed circuit losses were determined to be 2.65d.B which is in 

the range of array feed circuit losses experienced using much higher performance PTFE 

lauünates. 

The a m y  design was successful as the array performance exceeded the 

antenna specifications. The 16-element array configuration was recently changed to a 24- 

element array for reductioo of ground clutter seen in the elevation plane. The new array 



design will be based on this work, and the same procedure used here, wül be foiiowed for 

that design. 

6.13 Multiiayer Antenna Analysis 

The accurate analysis of a patasitic loaded, aperture fed antenna is critical 

for this design configuration to be utilized for any application. The attempt to produce 

simplined anaiysis models for this configurations feu short of providing accurate input 

impedance data but did provide substantial insight into the mechanics of this antenna. 

There is some work required to improve the accuracy of the aperture representation in the 

Transmission Line Mode1 for this analysis to be applied to aperture fed antennas. The 

mode matching cavity mode1 develops a rigorous analysis of the aperture feed, but 

requires a modified cavity representation to use this andysis method for parasitic loaded 

aperture fed antema. 

Fuilwave analysis software of the same q d t y  as Ensemble and IE3D are 

almost a necessity to obtain a weil matched high performance antenna. These tools will 

only get more accurate and faster as theoretical engineers and mathernaticians develop the 

science of numerical analysis of these complex muitilayer structures, and the processing 

power of cornputers increases as it has in the last decade. 

6.1.3 Microstrip Antenna Element 

The aperture coupled patch antenna with coplanar parasitics was a success- 

£id design that was reaiized after many numerical design iterations. The success of this 

design is directly attributed to the availability of accurate commercial Nlwave analysis 

tools like Ensemble and IE3D. 

Simulated and experimentally measured results for the design created were 

in very good agreement. ï h e  measured results obtained for this antema element met or 



exceeded al1 element specincations. The impedance bandwidth was better than 16 to 

1 8GHz (or 1 1.75%) with a center frequency of 17GHz The minunwa acceptable banci- 

width was 16.25 to 17.75GHz or 8.8%. The radiation patterns measured were symmetrical 

for both the E and H-Plane measurements, which eliminated any concems that the para- 

sitic elements degrade the H-Plane radiation pattern. The element efficiency at 

q = 0.722 was lower than desired but was deemed acceptable and was a performance 

ûade-off accepted when the design was committed to a commercial grade laminate. There 

is some concern about the element back radiation, although it bas not been measured to 

date due to the limitations of our current measurernent setup. The back radiation was seen 

in numenc sinidations to be in the order of -15dB for the curved feed element. A new 

antenna test chamber is being assembled and these tests will be perfomed in future radia- 

tion pattern measurements. 

This antenna element design was aided immensely with the fidiwave a d -  

ysis toob available at the research facility, and wodd have k e n  dii3ïcuit if not impossible 

to create without them. The commercial packages, Ensemble and E3D, have ken invalu- 

able for this design work and are strongly recommended for microstrip antema designers 

able to Bord these pricy commercial tools. 

6.1.4 Microstrip Arrny 

The primary goal of this research was to develop a relatively wideband 

microstrip array design for a potentially large volume automotive radar program. This 

design was successfid in that an acceptable arniy bandwidth was obtained, and the anay 

radiation pattern met the half power bandwidth specincations of the tirne. The pattern 

measured had an elevation half power beamwidth of 18-26 degrees, and an azimuth beam- 

width of 19.93 degrees. The measured antenna gains of 15.44dB were weli below the the- 

oretical directive gain based on half power beamwidths of 19.5dB. The array efficiency 



detemiined to be q = 0.393 was lower than desired but was deemed acceptable consider- 

ing the laminates used. 

The experimental antenna element, and array? designed in this work is a 

precwsor to future work in the ultra high volume automotive radar applications. Using 

microstrip antenna arrays fabricated on commercial grade laminates, at relatively high fie- 

quencies like Ku-Band, has been proven to be viable. 

6.2 Future Work 

This design was determined to have a few weak points, one of which was 

the ARLON 6700 bond ply used to laminate the fabricated protoype units. The use of this 

bond film is not easily incorporated in large volume processes, so alternative bond tech- 

niques will be requked before production starts. A study of ptepreg materials has already 

been started and modified designs should be completed relatively soon. 

Another weak point of this design and a topic for future work is the antenna 

back radiation due to the aperture and feed circuit There are plans to attempt to reduce 

this negative side-effect by using a stripline antenna feed, instead of the current micros- 

trip. This configuration is also attractive as it permits the entire radar unit to manufactured 

as a multilayer board with microwave electronics, analogue circuits, and the power supply 

circuits separated nom the feed network with a ground plane. 

Yet another topic for futw research is an investigation of a high permittiv- 

ity dielectric feed layer. This study will begin if and when high permittivity commercial 

grade material become available. 

There will be a parallel design created for the final product for ARLON 

25N which is a new laminate product intended to compte against R04003. This new 

materiai has an advantage over R04003 in that a prepreg bond material is currently avail- 

able which Rogers has promised to produce in the fist quarter of 1998. 
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C* Cornputer Programs 
for 

Microstrip TransmLuion Line Mode1 



A.1 Main Transmission Line Model Program 

#include<maai. h> 
#irtdude4ostream.h> 
#ndude4süeam. h> 
niridude<stdÏo.h> 
nindude 40. h> 
#indude cstdlib. h> 
#indude "dnm-math. hW 
#indude "oCt-4rl .h" 
const double EOt8.854e-12; 
con& double UO=1.256&k-6; 
mnst double Pl=acos(-1); 
const double Ce=OSi7216; 
const double CO=llsqrt(EO*UO); 
const double NO=sqrt(UO/EO); 
const int MAXPATH=l28; 
// Global Variables 
SUESTRATE sub; 
PATCH-DIMS patch; 
UNE-DIMS Iine; 
double fmin, fin= 
double testjts; 
// F unction Dedaration 
void get-in put-datao; 
// MAIN PROGRAM 
void main() 
{get-in putedata(); 
ofStream output_fileC'mstpfed.dat"); 
output-File.clear(); 
output-File.precision(6); 
output-Fïle.width(8); 
P ATCH-CCT patchirnpedance; 
LINE-DATA linel ; 
fcomplex Z 
fcomplex Iinegamma; 
double freq; 
double delta-freq=(fmax-fmin)Itest.ts; 
for (freq=fmin;freq<(fmax+deltafrea);freq=freq+delta-freq) 
{patchimpedanœ=pcct( sub, patch, freq ); 
Z=patchimpedance.t; 
linel =linecalc(sub, line, freq ); 



1 
II GET PATCH INPUT DATA 
void get-input-data() 
{FILE *input_data; 
char file-name(MAXPATH1; 
printf(7nFile With Patch Data:"); 
gets(fiie,name); 
if ((input-data--fiopen(fiIe-name, Y'))--NULL) 
{@rintf(stderr,"Cannot Open File %s\nn,file_name); 
exit; 
1 
if (file-narn@O]==~O') 
{~~ntf(stderr,"No File Name Entered\nN); 
exit; 
1 
if (access(fiie,name, O4)==O) 
{~nf(ïnp~t-data,~%'s%*s%*s%*s~~); 
fscanyinput-dataIn%*s%*sN); 
fscanf(RipU-data,"%lf',&patch.l); 
fscanflinput-data,"%*s%*s13; 
fscanqinput-data,"%Irv&patchhw); 
fxanf(input_dataIN%*s%'s"); 
fxanf'(inputœdata,"%Ir.&patch.feedwidai); 
fxanyinput-data,"%*s%*s%*s%*sii); 
fscanflÏnp~t~data."%*s%*s'~); 
fscanf(input.,"%Ir,&fmax); 
fscanqinput-dataInW*s%'s"); 
fscanf(input_data,"%If. &finin); 
fscanqinput-data,"%*s%*s?; 
fscanflinput-data,"%li'.&testjtç); 
fscanf(inp~t~data,"%*s%~s%*s%*s"); 
fscanflinput-data,"%*s%*sn); 
fscanf(input-data,"%lC',8sub.er); 
fscanyin put-data, "% *s% *sn); 
fscanf(input~dataIn%lf',&sub.h); 
fscanflinput0data,"%*s%*sn); 
fscanflinput_data,"%l~,&sub.t); 
fscanf(input-data,"%*s%*sn); 
fscanqhput-data,"%If,&sub.os); 
fscanflinput-data,"%*s%.s.); 
fscanf(ïnput-data,"%lC,&sub.og); 
fscan yinput-datav"%*s%*sN); 
fscanflinput-datavn%lr,Bsub.losTan); 
fscanflin put_datavn%*s%*s%*sn); 
fscanflinput_datavn%I~,&sub.ds); 
fscan~input_dataV"%*s%*s%*s%*sn); 
fscanf'(input-dataIW%lf ,&sub.dg); 
fscanflinput-dataVn%*s%*s%*s"); 
fscanyinput-data,"%lrv&line.l); 
fscanf(input-dataIn%*s%*sw); 
fxanf(inputodata,"%lt',81ine.w); 
1 
1 



A.2 Function Routines Calleci By Main TL-Mode1 Program 

#inciude<iostream. h> 
#indude <math- h> 
#indude "dnm-math. hm 

const doublePl=acos(-1); 
const doubleEOt1 e-91(36*PI); 
const doubieUOt4"PI*l e-7; 
const doubIeCô=llsqrt(EO*UO); 
const doubleNO=sqrt(UOEO); 
ccinst dou bleCe-0.5ï7216; 
typedef stnict SUBSTRAT€ 
{double er;double h; 
double lossTan; 
double os;dou ble og; 
double ds;dou ble dg; 
double t; 
)su bstrate; 
typedef stnict PATCH-DlMS 
{double 1;double w; 
double feedwidth; 
)patch-dirns; 
typedef swct LI NE-DIMS 
{double I;double w; 
)fine-dims; 
typedef stfuct PATCH-DATA 
{double wh;double Wdouble fn; 
double Er0;dou ble Ertdou ble W; 
double Wdouble leadou ble Zcû; 
double Zcf;doubb beta;double attn; 
)patch-data; 
ty pedef stfuct LI NE-DATA 
{double ErO;doubie Erf;double WO; 
double Wdou ble Zcû;dou ble Zcf; 
fcomplex gamma; 
)line-data; 
typedef stnrct PATCH-CCT 
{fcomplex Z$complex Ys; 
fcomplex Yrn;fcornplex gamma; 
)patch-cct; 
typedef stnict STEP-DIMS 
{double w l  ;double w2; 
double w1f;double wSf; 
double Er1 Cdou ble Er2f; 
double Zl tdouble Z2f; 
int juncFîAG; 
)step,dims; 
typedef stnict SEP-CCT 
{double Ls;double Cp; 



1 1  
PATCH-CCT pcd(SUBSTRA" sub,PATCH-DlMS patch,double fieq ); 
doubie FCZCCfreq(SUBSTRATE sub,doubfe w,doubie ErO,double Erf, 

double Zd), double freq); 
doubie F-lext(SUBSTnATE sub,PATCH-DMS patdr,PATCH-DATA pdata ); 
double F'ERJeq(SU6STRATE sub,double w,double v@ 

double fn,double Erû ); 
doubie FIER~static( SUBSTRATE sub, double w ); 
double F-W-static( SUBSTRATE sub, double wt ); 
double F-W-freq(double Erf,double h,double Zcf ); 
fcomplex FœYs(double n-s,double n_w,SUBSTRATE sub. 

PATCH-DATA pdata); 
fcomplex F-Ym(double n-1,double n-s,double n-w,fcomplex Ys); 
double F-am( SUBSTRATE sub,double W,double Wt,double Wô,double freq, 

double &ta, double ZcO, double ErO, double Erf ); 
fcornplex LI NEFEDpatch(PATCH-DIMS patch,PATCH_DATA pdata, 

PATCH-CCT admits ); 
LINE-DATA Iinecalc(SU6STRATE sub,LINE-DIMS lineldouble freq ); 
ficornplex Fœwstep( SUBSTRATE su b,dou ble W1 ,double W2,dou ble Erfl , 

double Erf2,double WH ,double Wf2,double Zcl , 
double Zc2,double Freq, int juncFLAG ); 

I l  
Il FUNCTION: STEP IN FEEDCINE WlDTH 
1 1  
fcomplex F-wstep(SUBSTRATE sub,doubIe W1 ,double W2,double Erfl , 

double Erf2,double WH ,double \MZ,double Zcl , 
double Zc2,double Freq, int juncFLAG ) 

( I  W c W R  )// NOlïCE REQUIRE THAT:WIi>W 
double Wternp=Wfl ;double Ztemp=Zcl ;double ERternpzErfl; 
M=W; 
zc1 =zc2; 
Elfl=ErPZ; 
WR=Wtemp; 
ZtS=Zternp; 
Erf2=ERternp; 
1 
double a=- ; 
double D=sqr(4*al(l -sqr(a))); 
int SS=2; 
Il NOTICE "juncFLAGn for symrnetricaI=O or asyrnrnetnca=l 
juncFLAG=O; 
if( juncFLAG-1 K SS=l; 
)els*S=2;) 
double lambda1 =CO/(Freq*sqrt(Erfï )); 
dou bie lam bda=CO/(Freq*sqrt(EiPi1)); 
double AAtemp=sqrt(l -sqr(2Wfl l(SS'lamùda1))); 
double AA=pow((l +a)/(l -a),2/a)*((l +AAtemp)/(l -AAtemp)) 

-((j +3*wt(a)Y(l -sgr(a))); 
double BBtemp=sqrt(l -sqr(2lNRl(SS*lam bda2))); 
double 86 = pow((1 +a)/(l a),aî2)*((1 +BBternp)/(l-BBternp)) 
4(3+ssr(a))/(1-ssr(a))); 

fmmplex ans; 
ans-r = ((Zcl VWl )/(SS*lam Ma1 'Z'PI'Freq))' 

(iag(((7-sqr(a))f(4*a)) 



If F UNCiION: MICROSTRIP LINE CALCULATOR 
1 1  
LINE-DATA Iinecalc(SUBSTRATE sub,LINE.OIMS Iine,double freq ) 
{ 
LINE-DATA Id-; 
Idata.ErO=F-ER-st&c(sub, line-w); 
double wt=line.w+(sub.t/PI)'(1 +log(4/sqrt(pw(sub.Usub.h,2) 

+pow(1lPi,2)lpow((line.wlsub.t)+1.1,2)))); 
idata.WO--F-W-static(sub, wt); 
idata.Z!co=(su b-h*NO)/(ldatataWOesqrt(lda~.E~)); 
double hi=fteqOsub.hOl e4; 
Idata-€+FIER-freq(sub,line.w,~fn, fdata, Erg); 
Idata.Z*F-ZC--(su b,Iine.w,Idata.ErO,Idata.Erf, Idata-ZcO, freq); 
Idata.Wf=F-W-m(ldata.Erf,su b. h,ldata.îcf); 
double ko=2*Pl*freq/CO; 
double bta=ko*sqrt(ldata.Erf); 
double attn=F-attn(sub,Iine.w,wt,Idata.WO,freq, beta 

, Idata.ZcO,Idata.ErO,Idata.Erf); 
Idata.gamrna=Complex(attnl beta); 
rehim Idata; 
1 
I l  
If FUNCTiON: PATCH PARAMETERS 
II""""""""""""""""""" 
PATCH-CCT pcn(SUBSTRATE sub.PATCH-DIMS patch.doubk fieq ) 
{ 
PATCH-DATA pdata; 
PATCH-CCT poutput; 
pdata. ErO=F-ER-static(su b, patch-w); 
pâata.w@patch.w+(su b.t/PI)*(l +log(4/sqrt(pow(sub. t/su b. h ,2) 

+pow(i/PI,2)/pow((patchhw/sub.t)+1. 1,2)))); 
pdafa.WO=FfaWwstatic(sub, pdata-wt); 
pdata.Zcû=(su b. h*NO)I(pdata.WOeqrt(pdata.EiO)); 
pdata.fn=fieq*sub.h*le-6; 
pdata.Erf=F-ER--(su b,patchchwIpdata.wt,pdata.fn,pdata.E@); 
pdata.lext=F-lext( sub, patch, pdata ); 
pdata.2 cf=F-ZCCfreq(subI~tch.wIQdafa.ErO,pdata.ErfIpdata.ZcOlfreq); 
pdata.WF-W-freq(pdatataErflsub. hl pdata-Zcf); 
double ko=2*PI*fieqlCO; 
double n-s= koOpdata. lext; 
double n-w=ko*pdata.W 
double n-l= koe(patch. I+pdata-lext); 
pda ta. beta= ko*sqrt(pdab. Erf); 
poutputVs=F~Ys(n~s,~~w,sub, pdata); 



11 FUNClïON: LlNE FED PATCH 

fçornplex LINEFEDpatdr(PATCH_DIMS patch,PATCH-DATA pdata 
,PATCH-CCT admïts) 

{ 
adm&.gamma=Compkx(pdata.attn,pdata.beta); 
double f-rati-l -patEh.feedwidWpdata-Wf; 
fcbmplex Yf=(f-ratio-1 )*admitS.Ys; 
hmplex Yc=Complex(l /pdataZd,O); 
Wrnplex Yin=(sqr(Yc)+sqr(admits-Ys)-sqr(admits.Ym) 

+(2*admits.Ysn(c*coth(patch~I*adrnits.garnma)) 
-(2eaadmb.Ym'V~eCSCh(paWt.Ieadmits.gamma))) 

l(adm&.Ys+Yc*coth(patctrctrI*admits.gamrna)); 
Yin=Vin+Yf; 
fcomplex Zin=1 /Yin; 
retum Zin; 

// FUNCTION AITENUATION CONSTANT 
l T  
double F_attn(SUBSTRATE sub,double W,double Wdouble WO 

,double freq,dou ble beta,dou ble ZcO 
,double Erû,double Erf) 

{ 
double attn,alpn; 
double Fs=1+2*su b.hNVt*(l -(l/PI)+((Wt-W)/su b. t)); 
double R~sqrt(PI*freq'UO/sub.os); 
double Rsg=sqrt(Pl"freqeUO/sub.og); 
double F d s l  +(ZPl)*atan(l.4*sqr(Rss'su b.dsesub.os)); 
double Fdg=l +(UPl)*atan(l .4*~r(Rsgesub.dg*sub.og)); 
double alpd=O.5*beta*(sub.er/Erf)*((Erf-i )/(sub.et-1 ))*sub.lossTan; 
if (WVsub.h < 1) 
{alpn=(l f(4*Plesub. heZc0))*((32-sqr(WVsu b. h))/(32+sqr(WUsu b. h))); 
)el-- 
{aipn-(sqrt(Erû)/(2*NOW))*~su b. h+((O.667Wsub.h)/ 

(VWsub.h+1.444))); 
1 
double alpcs=alpn*Rss*Fds*Fs; 
double alpcg=alpn*Rsg*Fdg; 
attn=alpd+alpcs+aIpcg; 
return attn; 
1 
I l  
Il FUNCTION: MUTUAL SLOT ADMUTANCE 

fcomplex F-Ym(double nJdouble n-s.double n-w,fcomplex Ys) 



{fcomplex ans; 
double Gs=Ys.r; 
double Bs=Ys.i; 
double F g = b e s s ~ O ( n ~ ) + ( s q r ( n ~ s ~ ( 2 ~ r ( n ~ s ) ) ) ~ 2 ~  n-1); 
doubk Gm=GsaFg; 
double Fb--(P1/2)*((bessyO(n-l)+(sqfln-s)/(24-sqr(n-s))) 

'bessy (2, nJ))/(bg(n-s12)+Ce-l -5+((sqr(n,syl2) 
f ~ ~ ~ ~ ( n - s ) ) ) ) ) ;  

double Kb=l -expe0.21*n-w); 
double Bm=Bs*Fb*Kb; 
return ans=Complex(Gm,Bm); 
1 
//"""""""""""""""""""" 
II F UNCTiON: SLOT ADMITTANCE 
I /  
fcomplex F-Ys(double n-s,double n-w,SUBSTRATE sub,PATCH-DATA pdata) 
{fcomplex ans; 
double Bs,Gs,YcJ 
y~-~pdata.tcf; 
Bs=Yc_Ptan(pdata.betaepdatatalext); 
Gs=(1 l(Pi*NO))*((n~weSi(n~w)+sinc(n~~)+cos(n~w)-2) 

"(1 -wr(n,s)124)+(sqr(nnsY 12) 
* (113+~0~(n~~) I~~r (n~w)~ in (n~w) /pow(n~w,  3))); 

ans=Complex(Gs, Bs); 
return ans; 
1 
II""""""""""""" 

double F-WWfreq(double Erf,double h,dou ble Zcf) 
{double ans; 
anst(h'NO)l(ZcPsqrt(Erf)); 
teturn ans; 
1 
1 7  

double F-ZCCfreq(SU BSTRATE su b,double w,dou ble ErO,dou ble Erf 
,double ZcQ, double freq) 

{double ans,r7,r9; 
double wh=w/su b. h; 
double r i  =O.O389l *pow(sub.er, 1 -4); 
double r2=0.267*pow(wh,7); 
double r3t4-766*exp(-3.228*pow(wh,O.W1)); 
double r4=0.016+pow(O.0514*sub.er,4.524); 
double r5=pow(freq*sub.h'1 e-6/28.843,12); 
double r6=22.20'pow(wh1 1 -92); 
if (rl,5O.O) 
{r7= 1 -206; 



{r7=1.206-0.3 144*exp(-rl )*(l -exp(-a)); 
1 
double r8=1+1.275e(1-exp(-0.004625*r3*pow(sub.er, 1 -674) 

*pow(fteq*su b. h'l e-6/18.365,2-745))); 
if (r6>50.0) 
{f9=0.0; 
)el= 
{r9=5-086*r4*(rS/(O-3838+0.3ûVr4))*(exp(-~) 

((1 +1 .2992erS))e('(pow(sub.et-l ,6) 
/(1+1 O*pow(sub.er-1.6))); 

1 
dou bk II 0=0.00044*pow(su b-er,2.136)+0-0184; 
double rl 1 =pow(freq*sub.h*l &Il 9.47,6) 

((1 +0.0962*pow(freq*sub- h'i M l 1  9.47.6)): 
dou bie II 2=1/(1 +O-OO245*pow(wh,Z)); 
double rl3=0.9408*pw(Erf,r8)-0.9603; 
double rl4=(0.9408-r9)*pow(Er0,~)6-9603; 
double r l  5=0-70ierl O*pow(freq*sub.h*l e-6/l2.3,1.097); 
double rl6=f .0+0~0503*sqr(sub.er)*rl1*(1 -exp(-pow(wh/l5,6))); 
double rl 7=rie(l -1 -241 *(rî 2/r16)*exp(-0-026 

*pow(freq*su b. hel e=6,l,l56S)-rl5)); 
retum ans=td)*pow(rl3/rl4,~ 7); 

/I FUNCTION: Effective Line Extension 
/- 
double FJext(SU6STRATE sub,PATCH-DIMS patch,PATCH-DATA pdata) 
{double wh=patch.w/sub.h; 
double Ci1 =0.434907*((pow(pdatataErf,0.81)+0.26) 

/(pow(pdata.Erf,0.8 1 )a-189)) 
~(p6w(wh,0.8544)+0.236)l(paw(wh,0.8544)+0.87)); 

double Ci2=1 +(pow(wh,0.371)/(2.358*su b.er+l )); 
double Ci3=1+((0.5274*atan(O.O84*pow(wh, 1 -941 3iCi2))) 

/pow(pdata.Erf,O.9236)); 
double Ci4=1+0.03ï7*atan(0.067*pow(wh, 1 -456)) 

'(6-S*exp(0.036*(1 -su b-er))); 
double Ci5=1-0.218*exp(-75%); 
double answer; 
fetum answemub. hW1 *Ci3*CiS/Ci4; 
1 
/r"""""""""*" 
// FUNCTION: Ereff(f) 

double F-ER-fi'eq(SUBSTRAlE sub,double w,double wt 
,double fn,dou ble ErO) 

{double u=(w+((wt-w)/sub.er))/su b. h; 
double p4=l+2.7Sl*(l-exp(-pow(sub.erllS.9l6,8))); 
double p3=0.0363*exp(4.6*u)'(i -exp(-pow(fn138.7,4.97))); 
double p2=0. 336Ze(I -exp(-1 *Ot03442*su b-er)); 
double p l  =0.27488+ue(0.631 5+(0.525/pow(l+O-O157*fn,20))) 

-O.O65683%xp(-8.75 1 3%); 
double p=pl'p2*pow(((O.l844+p3*prl)*fh), d -5763); 
double answer; 
return answe~sub-er-((sub-er-ErO)/(l +p)); 



double F -ER--c(SUBSTRATE su b,dou ble w) 
{double wh=w/sub.h; 
double b=0.564*exp((-O12)/(su b.er+0.3)); 
double a=l+(1/49)*log((pow((wh ,4)+pow((~52,2))/(pow(wh &+O M Z ) )  

+(1/18.7)~og(f +pow(wh/18.l,3)); 
double g=pow((1+10/wh),a*b)-(log(4)/Pl)*(~~1b~t/~qrt(w*~u b. h)); 
double answer; 
retum answer=((sub.er+l )R)+((sub.er-l)/2)*g; 
1 
Ir""""""""""* 

double F-W-static(SU8STRATE sub,doubfe wt) 
{double w+(2*PI-6)'exp((4*pow(P 1,2)/3)*pow((su b-hîwt), (314))): 
double answer; 
retum answer=(2*Pl*su b. h)/log((sub. h0f#'wt) 

+sqrt(l +pow((2*su b.M),2))); 
1 



A 3  User Supplied TGModel Parameters File 

PATCH ANTENNA DATA BLOCK 

Patch Length: 
4.-3 

Patch Wdth: 
6.985e-3 

TEST FREQUENCY DATA BLOCK 

Maximum Frequency: 
20e9 

Minimum Frequency: 
1-9 

Oata Points: 
40.0 

MICROSTRIP SUBSTRATE DATA EL0 

Dielectnk Constant 
3.38 

Su bstrate Thickness: 
0.81 28e-3 

Conductor Th ickness: 
1 7.0e-6 

Conductor Conductivity: 
55-6e6 

Gmund Plane Conductivity: 
55.6e6 

Loss Tangent: 
0.005 

Conductor Surface Roughness: 
3 .se-6 

Ground Plane Conductor Roughness: 
1 -7e-6 

Microstrip Line Length: 





A.4 User Defined Math Functions 

#indude <mathha 
#indude4ostream. h> 
#define ACC 40.0 
#define BIGNO 1 .ûe10 
#define BIGNI 1.Oe-10 
// GLOBAL CONSTANTS 
const double Pl=acos(-1 .O); 
const double pi=PI; 
const double TINY=l e-20; 
// COMPLU( VARIABLE TYPE CAST 
typedef sûuct FCOMPLEX {double r,i;) fcomplex; 
//Complexing Two Real Numbers 
fcomplex Complex(double re,double im) 
{fcomplex c; 
c. r=re; 
c.i=im; 
retum c; 
1 
I/ Conjugating A Complex Number 
fcomplex conjugate(fçomplex z) 
{retum Complex(z.r,-zi); 
1 
// Addition Operator Ovedoading 
fcomplex operator+(fcomplex al, komplex a2) 
{ retum Complex(a 1 .r+a2-r, a l  .i+aZ.i); 
1 
fcomplex operator+(fcomplex al, double a2) 
{retum Complex(a1 .r+a2, a l  .i); 
1 
fcomplex operator+(double al,  fcompfex a2) 
{ return Complex(a2~+al, a2-i); 
1 
// Subtraction Operator Overloading 
fcomplex operator-(fcomplex al, fcomplex a2) 
{ retum Cornplex(a 1 .r-a2.r. a l  .i-a2.i); 
1 
fcomplex operator-(fcomplex al, double a2) 
{ return Cornplex(a1 . r d ,  a l  .i); 
1 
fcomplex operator-(double al, fcomplex a2) 
{ retun Complex(a 1 -a2.r, 4.i); 
1 
fcomplex operator-(fcomplex a1 ) 
{ retum Complex(a1 .r, -a1 .i); 
1 
11 Multipkation Operator Overloading 
fcomplex operatoP(fcomplex al, fcomplex a2) 
( retum Complex(a1 fa2.r-al .i*a2.i, a l  .iW.r+al .Pa2.i); 
1 



fcomplex operatof (fcomplex al, double a2) 
{ retum Cornplex(a1 .f a2, a1 Pa2); 
1 
bmpiex operatof (dou bie al, fcomplex a2) 
{ retum Complex(a2.f al, aZi9al); 
1 

// D ~ s i o n  Opefator Ovedoading 
bmplex opemtor~(fC0mpiex al, fcomplex a2) 
( double r,den; 
if (fabs(a2.r) >= hbs(a2.i)) 
{ ~a2-üa2.r; 
den=a2r+f a2-i; 
retum Complex((a1 .r+f a l  .i)/den,(al .i-fal .r)/den); 
)else 
{ r=a2.r/a2.i; 
den=a2,i+f â2-r; 
retum CompIex((a1 .r*r+al .i)/den ,(al. itr-al .r)lden); 
1 
1 
fcomplex operatorI(fC0mplex al, double a2) 
{ fetum Comptex(a1 .r/a2,al .W); 
1 
fcomplex operator/(double al, ficornplex a2) 
{ double r,den; 
if(fabs(a2-r) >= fabs(a2.i)) 
{ rza2.iia2.r; 
den=a2.r+rga2.i; 
retum Complex((a 1 )/den ,(-f a1)lden); 
)el= 
{ ~aZ.rla2.i; 
den=a2.i+rta2.r; 
retum Cornplex((a1 *r)/den , (-al )/den); 
1 
1 

// Absolute Value Of Complex Numbers 
double cabs(fcomplex z) 
{ double xîy,ansîtemp; 
x=fabs(z.r); 
y=fabs(z.i); 
if (X == 0.0) 
ans=y; 
else if (y == 0.0) 
ans=x; 
else if (x y) { 
tem p=y/x; 
ans=xgsq rt(1 ,O+temp*temp); 
)else 
{ tem**y; 
ans=yesqrt(l .0+tempetemp); 
1 
retum ans; 
1 





) else 

~sqrt(y)'qrt(O.5*(r+sqrt(f .O+fr))); 
1 
if (zr >= 0-0) 
(-7 
üm=z U(2- O*); 
)ei= 
{Ci--(zi>=O.O)?w:-w; 
-. i/(2.01cim); 
1 
retum Complex(cre,cim); 
1 
1 
Il Complex Exponential 
frcomplex exp(fcomplex a) 
{ double r l  ,R,iml; 
II =exp(a.r); 
R=cos(a- i); 
im 1 =sin(a-i); 
retum Complex(rl 'r2,rl'iml); 
1 
Il Complex Natural Logarithm 
fcomplex log(fcornplex a) 
{ double re, irn; 
re=log (cabs(a)); 
im=ca rg(a); 
retum Complex(re,im); 
1 
// Complex Logarithm Base 10 
fcomplex log1 O(fcornplex a) 
( double re,im; 
re=iog 1 O(cabs(a)); 
im=log 1 O(exp(carg (a))); 
retum Complex(re,im); 
1 
11 Bessel Function JO 
double bessjO(doubk x) 
{ double ax,z; 
double xx,y,ans,ansl ,ans2; 
if ((axrfabs(x)) c 8.0) 
{ y=m 
ans1 =57568490574.0+y1(4 3362SQO354-O+y*(6516196410.7 
+ye(-l 1 21 4424.1 8+y*(ï7392.33Ol 7+y0(-1 84.9052456))))); 
âns2=57568490411 .O+yl(l 029532985.0+ye(94Q4680.71 8 
+y*(59272.64853+y*(267.8532712+y'1 .O)))); 
ans=ansl Jans2; 
) else 
{ z=8.Olax; 
y=z*z; 
xx=ax-O.f85398 164; 
ans1 =1 .O+yl(-O. 1 098628627e-2+y*(O.2?345 1 0407e-4 
+y*(-0.207337û639e-5+y*0.2093887211 e-6))); 
ans2 = -0.1 5ô2499995e-1 +y*(O.l430488765e-3 



+y'(-o.6911147651e-5+y'(O.762109S161e4 
-y 'O -934935 1 Sb-?))); 
ans=sqrt(0.6366197721ax)*(~0~(~)*ans1 -z*sin(xx)*ans2); 
} 
retum ans; 
1 
// Bessel Function 31 
doubk bessjl (double x) 
{ dou b k  ax,z; 
double xx,y,ans,ansl ,ans2; 
if ((ax=fabs(x)) c 8.0) 
{ P X 9 %  
ans1 =x1'(72%2614232,O+y*(-7895059235-0+ye(242396853. 1 
+yg(-297261 1 A39+y9(1 57O4-4826O+y*(-30.l6O36606)))))); 
ans2=144725228442.0+y0(2300535l78.O+y*(l85833O4~74 
+y'(99447.43394+ye(376-9991 397+y01 -0)))); 
ans=ansl/ans2; 
) else 
{ z=8.0/ax; 
y=z*z; 
~~a~-2,356194491; 
ansl=l .U+y*(O.183iOSeZ+y*(-0.3516396496~ 
+y*(0.24575201 74eœ5+y*(4 .240337OIge-6)))); 
ans2=0.04687499995+ye(-0.2002690873e-3 
+y'(O.8449199096e-5+y*(4.8822898?e-6 
+y 'O. i OSi8?412e-6))); 
ans=sqr t (0 .636619772 /ax ) * (~0s (xx ) ' ans~ ) ;  
if (X < 0.0) ans = -ans; 
1 
return ans; 
1 
// Bessel Function Jn 
double bessj(int n,doubIe x) 
{ int j,jsum,m; 
double ax, bj, bjm, bjp,sum,tox,ans; 
ax=fa bs(x) ; 
if (ax == 0.0) 
retum 0.0; 
else if (ax > (double) n) 
{ tox=2.O/ax; 
bjm=bessjO(ax); 
bj=bessjl (ax); 
for (j=l ;j<n;j++) 
{ bjp=j*toxebj-bjm; 
bjm=bj; 
bj=bjp; 
1 
ans=bj; 
) else 
{top2 .O/ax; 
m=2'((n+ (in t) sq rt(ACC*n))/2); 
jsum=O; 
bjp=ans=sum=O.O; 
bj=1-0; 



br (j=m;j>O;j-) 
{bjm=j'tox*bj-ûjp; 
bjpbj; 
bj=bjm; 
a (fabs(bj) > BIGNO) 
{bj '= BIGNI; 
bjp 4 BIGNI; 
ans *= BIGNI; 
sum *= BIGNI; 
l 
if (jsum) sum += bj; 
jsurn=!jsum; 
if @ = n) ans=bjp; 
1 
sum=2.0*sum-bj; 
ans 1= sum; 
1 
retum x < 0-0 88 n%2 == 1 ? -ans : ans; 
1 
11 Bessel Function Y0 
double bessyO(doub1e x) 
{double z; 
double xx,y,ans,ansl ,an&; 
if (x < 8.0) 
&=x*q 
ansl = -2957821 389.0+ye(ï062834M5-O+y*(-512359803,6 
+y*(10879881 .29+y*(-û6327.9275?+~'228-4622733)))); 
ans2=40076544269.0+y'(745249964.8+y*(tl89466,438 
+y*(4744?.26470+y*(226.1 030244+y*l.O)))); 
ans=(ansl/ans2)+0.636619772'bessjO(x)*log(x); 
) else 
{ ~ = 8 - 0 / ~ ;  
y=zez; 
xx=x-O.78S398l64; 
ansl = 1 .0+y9(-O, 1 098628627e2+y*(Ot273451 0407e-4 
+ye(-0.207337û639e-5+ye0.209388721 le-6))); 
ans2 = -0.1 562499995e-1+y9(0-1430488765e3 
+ye(-0.691 1 147651 e-5+ye(0-7621 095161 e-6 
+ye(-O-934945 1 52e-7)))); 
ans=sqrt(0.636619772/x)*(sin(xx)*ansl +z*cos(xx)*ans2); 
1 
retum ans; 
1 
If Bessel Funcüon Y1 
double bessy 1 (double x)  
{double z; 
double xx,y,ans,ans4 ,ans2; 
if (X < 8.0) 
{ F'X; 
ansl =x*(-O.49Oû6WW3el 3+ye(0. 1 2752f439Ue 1 3 
+ye(-0.51 534381 39e11 +y*(O.?3492645Sl e9 
+y*(-O,4237922726e7+y*O.8511937935e4))))); 
ans2=0.2499580570e14+y*(0.4244419664e12 
+ye(0.3733650367e1 0+y9(0.2245904002e8 



+y*(O- 1 020426OSOeS+y*(O.3549632885e3+y))))): 
an~=(ansllans2)+0.636619772*(~1 (x).log(x)-1 .Olx); 
) eise 
{ ~8-Ohr;  
y=z-2; 
XFX-2.3561 94491 ; 
ans1 =l .O+y*(O.l83105e-2+ye(4.3516396496e4 
+ye(O-2457520 l?4e-S+y*(-O.2403WOI 9e-6)))); 
ans2=0.04687499995+ye(-û.200269û873e-3 
+y e(O-84491 99096e-S+y*(-0.88228987e-6 
+yeO-1 OS78741 2e-6))); 
ans=sqr1(0.6366 1 9772/~)~(sin(xx)*ansl +z*cos(xx)Pns2); 
1 
return ans; 
1 
11 Bessel Function Yn 
double bessy(int n,dou ble x) 
{ int j; 
double by, bym, byp,tou; 
tox=2.o/x; 
by=bessyl (XI; 
by m= bessyO(x); 
hr (j=1 ;j<n;j++) 
( byp=j*tox*by-bym; 
by m=by ; 
by=byp: 
1 
retum by; 
1 
Il Hankel-O FunctÏon Order O 
fcomplex HankeLO(double a) 
{ retum Complex(bessjO(a),bessyO(a)); 
1 
II Complex Argument Sine Funcîion 
fcomplex sin(fceimplex ai) 
{ fcornplex ans; 
ans=((exp(Complex(OJ,l .O)*al )-exp(Complex(O.0, l .O)*-al )) 
IComplex(0.0,2.0)); 
retum ans; 
1 
II Cornplex Argument Cosine Function 
fcornplex cos(fcomplex a1 ) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=( (exp(Complex(O.0, 1 .O)*al )+exp(Cornplex(O.O, 1 .O)*-a 1 ))/2.0 ); 
retum ans; 
1 
11 Complex Argument Tangent Funmon 
fcornplex tan(fcomplex a l  ) 
{ fcornplex ans; 
ans=( sin(a1 )/cos(al ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
11 Complex Argument Cotangent Function 
double cot(double a1 ) 



{ dou bIe ans; 
ans=( cos(a1 )lsin(al ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
/l Complex Argument Cotangent Funchion 
fCornplex coYfcomplex al)  
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=(cos(al )/sin(a 1 )); 
rebm ans; 
1 
II ûouble Argument Cosecant Funcb'on 
double csc(double a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=1 .Olsin(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
II Complex Argument Cosecant Function 
fcomplex csc(fç0rnplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=l .OIsin(a); 
retum ans; 
} 
II Double Argument Secant Function 
double seqdouble a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=l .Olcos(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
II Complex Argument Secant Function 
fcomplex sec(fcomplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=l .OIcos(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
IB00000000000WXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
// Complex Argument Inverse Sine Funcüon 
1 1  
ftarnplex asin(fcomplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=Complex(O.O,-1 .O)'log (Complex(O.0, 1 .O)*a+sqrt(l .O-sqr(a))) ; 
retum ans; 
1 
II Complex Aqurnent Inverse Cosine Function 
fComplex acos(fcomplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=Complex(O.O,-1 .O)*log(a+Camplex(O.O, 1 .O)*sqrt(l .O-sqr(a))); 
rehim ans; 
1 
I/ Complex Argument Inverse Tangent Function 
fcornplex atan(fcomplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=Complex(0.0,0.5)'tog((Complex(O.O, 1 .O)+a)l(Complex(O.O, 1 .O)-a)); 
return ans; 
1 



I IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
If Double Argument Hyperbolic Sine Function 
//XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
double sinh(double a1 ) 
{ double ans; 
ans=( (exp(a1)-exp(-al ))IZ.O ); 
return ans; 
1 
I l  
Il Complex Argument Hyperbolic Sine Function 
1 1  
fcomplex sin h(fcomp1ex a l  ) 
{ fcomplex ans 
ans=( (exp(a1 )-exp(-a1))/2.0 ); 
return ans; 
1 
I l  
Il Double Argument Hyperbolic Cosine Fundion 
// 
double cosh(double al) 
{ double ans; 
ans=( (exp(al)+exp(al))/2.0 ); 
retum ans; 
1 
I l  
Il Complex Argument Hyperbolic Cosine Function 
I l  
fcomplex cosh(bmplex al)  
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=( (exp(a1 )+exp(-al))/2.0 ); 
retum ans; 
1 
I l  
Il Double Argument Hyperbolic Tangent Function 
I /  
double tanh(double a l  ) 
{ double ans; 
ans=(sinh(al)lçosh(al) ); 
return ans; 
1 
I l  
Il Complex Argument Hyperbolic Tangent Function 
I l  
fcomplex tanh(fcomplex al) 
{ komplex ans; 
ans=( sinh(a1 )Icosh(al) ): 
return ans; 
1 
I / X X X X X X X X  
II Double Argument Hyperbolic Cotangent Function 
I l  
double çoth(double a l )  
{ double ans; 
ans=( cosh(al)lsinh(al) ); 



retum ans; 
1 
// 
Il Complex Argument Hyperbolic Cotangent Function 
I l  
fcornplex coth(fcomplex al)  
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=( cosh(a1 )/sinh(al ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
/B000000000000000000OOOOOOWXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
If Double Argument Hyperbolic Cosecant Fundon 
double csd(double a) 
{ double ans; 
aris=l .O/sinh(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
I / X X X X  
If Complex Argument Hyperbolic Cosecant Function 
fcomplex csch(fcamplex a) 
{ fcornplex ans; 
ans=l .O/sinh(a); 
tetum ans; 
1 
Il Double Argument H yperûolic Secant Function 
double sech(dou ble a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=1 .O/cosh(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
If Cornplex Argument Hyperbolic Secant Function 
fcomplex sech(fComplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=l .OIcosh(a); 
retum ans; 
1 
If Double Argument Inverse Hyperbofic Sine Function 
double asin h(dou ble a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=log( a+sqrt( sqr(a)+l .O ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
If Double Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine Function 
double acosh(doub1e a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=log( a+sqrt( sqr(a)-1 .O ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
// Double Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent Function 
double atanh(double a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=0.5*log( (1 .O+a)l(l .O*) ); 
retum ans; 
1 



11 Double lnverse Hyperbolic Cotangent Fundion 
double acoth(double a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=O.S*bg( (a+i .O)l(a-1 .O) ); 
return ans; 
1 
II Double lnverse Hyperbolic Secant Function 
double asech(doub1e a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=log( (1 .O+sqrt(l .O-sqr(a)) )/a ); 
retum ans; 
1 
/I Double lnverse Hyperbolic Cosecant Function 
double acsch(dou ble a) 
{ double ans; 
ans=log( (1 .O+sqrt(i .O+sqr(a)) )fa ); 
retum ans; 
1 
II Complex Argument Inverse Hy perbolic Sine F unction 
fcomplex asinh(fcomp1ex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=log( a+sqrt( sqr(a)+l.O ) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
Il Complex Argument Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine Function 
fcomplex acosh(fcamplex a) 
{ fcornplex ans; 
ans=log( a+sqrt( sqr(a)-1.0 ) ); 
if (a.rcO.0) 
{ ans=log( a-sqrt( sqr(a)-1.0 ) ); 
BI= 
{ ans=iog( a+sqrt( sqr(a)-1.0 ) ); 
1 
if (ans.r<O.O) 
{ans.~+ns.r; 
ans.i=ans.i-PI; 
1 
return ans; 
1 
// Complex Arguement Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent Function 
fcomptex atanh(fcornp1ex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 
ans=O.5*iog( (1 .O+a)/(l.Oa) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
// Complex Arguement Inverse Hyperbolic Cotangent Function 
fcomplex acoth(fcomplex a) 
{ fcornplex ans; 
ans=O.Slog( (a+1 .O)/(a-1 .O) ); 
retum ans; 
1 
// Complex Arguement lnverse Hyperbolic Secant Function 
fcomplex asech(fcomplex a) 
{ fcomplex ans; 



ans=log( (1 .O+sqR(1 .O-sqr(a)) )la ); 
return ans; 
} 
II Complex Arguement Inverse Hypeibolic Coseaint Fundion 
famplex acsch(fr;omplex a) 
{ mrnplex ans; 
anslog( (1 .O+sqR(l .O+sqr(a)) )/a ); 
return ans; 
1 
Il Sinc Çunction 
double sinc(double val) 
{ if (hbs(val)<TiNY) 
{ retum 1 .O; 
)else 
{ retum(sin(val)Eval); 
1 
1 
II Gaussian Quadrature Integrating Routine (5 Point) 
double qgaus(dou ble (*gauscfunc)(dou ble), double a, double b) 
{ int j; 
double xrlxrn,dx,s; 
M c  double a=(O.O,O. 1488?43389,0.43339539N1 
0~679409568210.865063~10.97390652}; 
static double w~~O.O,O.2955242247,O.269Z~7l93, 
0.21 90863625.0.1 49451 349 1 ,OB6667l34t}; 
wn=OS*(b+a); 
mO.S*(b-a); 
-0.0; 
for (j=1 ;jc=S;j++) 
{ dx=xr'x(jl; 
s += ~*((*gaus_func)(xm+dx)+(*gaus~func)(xmdx)); 
1 
retum s *= xr; 
1 
Il Si Integral Function 
double Si(double x) 
{ double integralla; 
a=O.O; 
integral=qgaus(sinc,a,x); 
return integral; 
1 
// Factorial Function 
double fact(int index) 
{ double ans; 
if (indexCo) 
{cout<<'ln\nlNVALIO F actonal Index"; 
retum -9.999el O; 
1 
if (inde-O) 
{ return ans=l ; 
)else 
{ans=l ; 
for (int i=1; i<=index; i++) 



} 
return ans; 
1 
1 
#undef ACC 
#undef BIGNO 
lYundef BlGNl 



Cornparison of Simuiation Resuits 
From 

Transmission Lhe  Model, 
Ensemble MoM, 
and IE3D MoM 



B.l Microstrip Patch AnaIyzed In The Cornparison 

I 

l 275 mils i 
P 

18 mils 

Figure B.1 Microstrip patch parrimeten used in the comparisoii 



B.2 Transmission Line Model Results 

Figure B.2 Transmission line model r e m  loss prediction 

Figure B.3 Transmission iine model input impedance prediction 



B.3 Ensemble Simulation ResulQ 

Figure BA Eusemble simuiated rcsolts for return loss 

Figure B.5 Ensemble simalated input impeàance 



B.4 IE3D Simulation Results 

Figure B-6 IE3D simuiated resolb for rem loss 

Figure B-7 IE3D simulateà results for input impedance 



C* Cornputer Progmms 
for 

Radiation Pattern Prediction 
of 

Microstrip Patch Antenaa 
and Antema Armys 



C.l Main Program for Radiation Pattern Prediction 

11 INCLUDED HEADER FILES 
#indude<iostream.h> 
#inciude4Mmarn. h> 
#indude<math.h> 
#indude 4 0 . h ~  
#indude ~stdio,h> 
#indude cstdlib,h> 
10rincfude "overioad. hm 

IM#WGLOBAL CONSTANT- 
const double PI=acos(-1); 
const double EO=l e-9/(WPI); 
const double UO=4*PI*?e-7; 
const double CO=l lsqrt(EO*UO); 
const double NO=sqrt(UOIEO); 
const double Ce=0.5ï7216; 
con& double TiNY=le-10; 
const int MAXPATH=l28; 
const double pi=PI; 

double k,w,h,l,freq,Weff,Le~ 
double THETAmin, THETAmax; 
double PHlmax,PHtmin; 
static double THETAsav,PHlsav; 
static double (*nearfunc)(double,doubk); 
double E~3.38; 

I-FUNCTION BLOC- 
double testfunc(double,double); 
double Etheta(double,double); 
double Ephi(doub1e ,double ); 
double Etotal(double ,double ); 
double SlotsAF(double , double ); 
double Elemenff AT(double ,double ); 
double qgauss(double (*gauss-func)(double), double,double); 
double quad2d(double (*fimc)(double.double),double KI, double x2); 
double f l  (double); 
double R(dou ble); 
double yy 1 (double); 
double yy2(double); 

double plane(double x,double y); 
dou bie UniformAF(int NI double qdouble y); 
double nonUniAF(int NI double &double y); 

Il MAIN PROGRAM 
int main() 
{obtream RAD-DATA("E4-uni.W); 
RADDATA.clear(); 



RAD-DATA precision(6); 
RAD-DATAwidth(8); 
double Prad; 
double Drnax=O-O,THETAtest, PHltest, Dtest, Do; 
int numlHETA=45,numPHl=4,il~ 
freq=l?e9; 
k=2*PI*freq/CO; Ilsqrt(Er)* 
h=ZO3 -6e-6; 
w=7-oe-3; 
f=3*9e-3; 
LefH+h; 
Wefbu+h; 
THEfAmin=O.O; 
TttETAmaxzPIE2-O; II Microstrip Radiates in Upper Half Space 
PHI--2*PI; 
PHlmin=O.O; 
Prad=quad2d(testfu nc,THETArnin,THETAmax); 
for ('=O; j<=numPHI; j++) 
PHltest=i'PHlmaxlnumPHI; 
for (i=O; i<=numTHETA; i++) 
CT).l ETAtesei7HETAmaxlnumTHETA; 
Dtes~4.O*PI*Eto~l(THETAtest, PHltest)/Ptad; 
ïf(Dtesb=Ornax) 
{Dmax=Mest; 
1 
RAD-DATA-=TH ETAtestV 80lPl~<'1t\t' 

<<PH l testel 80lPl <c'lt\~~cfabs(Dtest)~~Inl; 
1 
1 
Do=Dmax; 
cout cc 'In\nPrad=" Prad; 
mut cc " Drnax=" Drnax; 
mut cc '' Do=" c< 00; 
cout cc " Do(dB)=" 1 O'log 1 O(fabs(00)); 
RAD-DATA.dose(); 
retum O; 
1 
double testfunc(double b, double c) 
{retum sin(b)'Etotal(b,c);//sin(b) included spherical integration 
1 
double Etheta(double &double y) 
{double ans,YY,ZZ,a,b; 
YY=O.5*kWefPsin(x)*sin(y); 
Z = O .  5*k*h'cos(x); 
a=Weff sincC/V); 
b= hgsinc(ZZ); 
retum ans=cos(y)*a*b; 
1 
double Ephi(double x,double y) 
{double ans,YY,Z,a,b; 
YY=O.S*kWeff sin(x)*sin(y); 
~=O.S*k'h*cos(x); 
a=Weff s inCo ;  
b= h'sinc(Zt); 



retum ans=cos(x)*sin(y)*a'br 
1 
r 
double Etotal(double &double y) 
{double ans; 
retum ans=ElementPAT(x,y); 
1 
'/ 
r 
double Etotal(dou bte x,dou ble y) 
{double ans; 
rehim ans=ElementPAT(x,y)*sqt(non UniAF(4,x,y)); 
1 
*/ 
double Etotal(dou ble &double y) 
{double ans; 
retum ans=ElementPAt(x,y)'sqr(Unif'omiAF(4,xIy)); 
1 
double SlotsAF(double x,double y) 
{double ans; 
ans=2*cos(0.5*k*LefPsin(x)*cos(y));//Alog X-axis 
retum ans; 
1 
double ElementPAT(double x,double y) 
{double ans; 
ans=(ssr(Euie~(x,y))+sqr(Ephi(x,y)))*wNSIo~F(~y )); 
retum ans; 
1 
r 
double plane(double &double y) 
{double ans,d; 
d=t 2e-3; 
ans=k*desin(x)*sin(y);// Y-Axis (AZIMUTH) 
retum ans; 
1 
*/ 
double plane(double x,double y) 
{double ans,d; 
d= 1 2e-3; 
ans= k*d*sin(x)*cos(y );Il X-Axis (ELEVATION) 
retum ans; 
1 
double UniformAF(int NI double x,double y) 
{double NN,ans; 
NN=O.S*plane(x,y); 
ans=sinc(NaNN); 
retum ans; 
1 
r 
double nonUnïAF(int N, double qdouble y) 
{double AMP~~O.O1l.0,0.636393,0-388034); 
//int rern=N%2; 
int j; 
double NN,ans; 



//if (rem==O) EVEN number of elements 

ans=O.O; 
for (j=1; j<=N/2; j++) 
{N N=((2.Oej-1.0)Q-O)*plane(x, y); 
ans+=(AMP(n*cos(NN)); 
1 
retum ans; 
1) 1 
1 
*/ 
double nonUniAF(int N, double x,double y) 
{double AMPO~OI0,1.0,0.42678); 
/fint rem=N%2; 
int j; 
double NN,ans; 
II if (rem==O) / /€EN number of elements 
If{ 
ans=O-0; 
for (j=1; j<=Nl2; j-) 
{NN=((2.Oej-1 .0)12.0)*plane(x,y); 
ans+=(AMPUl*cos(NN)); 
1 
retum ans; 
10 
1 
double quad2d(double (%nc)(double,double),dou ble XI, double x2) 
{nearfundnc; 
retum qgauss(fl ,XI $2); 
1 
double fi (double x) 
(THETAsav=x; 
return qgauss(02,yyl (x),w~(x)); 
1 
double f2(double y) 
{retum (*nearfunc)(THETAsav,y); 
1 
11 GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE (20-POINT) 
double qgauss(double (*nearfunc)(double), double a, double b) 
ont j; 
double m,xm,dx,s; 
static float xfl~0.0,0.076526521133497333755,0.227785851141645078080, 
0~3737û6088715419560673,0.510867001950827098004, 

0,8391 16971 82221 8823395,0.912234428251325905868, 
0.963971 92727791 3791 268,03931 285991 85094924786); 
static float w0=(0.O,O.l52?5338ïl 307258Sû698,0ti1491 72986472603746788, 
0.142096109318382051 329,0.131688638449176626898, 
0.1 18194531961518417312,OO1O19301 19817240435037, 
0.083276741 576704748725,0~û62672048334109063570, 
O.O4O6Ol4298OO386941331 ,O.Olï6l4OO7l39l~2ll83lZ); 
m=0.5*(b+a); 
xr-OS'(b-a); 
s=O.O; 



for (jtl;j<=l O;j++) 
{dx=xfa; 
s += ~((*neartiinc)(m+dx)+~nearfunc)(xm-dx)); 
retum s *= xr; 
Il USER DEFINED INTEGRATlON LlMlTS 
double yyl (double x)  
{retum PHlmin;) 
double yy2(double x)  
{retum PHlmax;) 



Appendix D 

C++ Computer Programs 
for the 

Calculrition of L k a r  Amy 
Taylor Line Source 

Amplitude Weighthg 



D.l Program for Taylor Line Source Amplitude Weightings 

// INCLUDE D HEADER FILES 
#include~iostream. h> 
#include<fStream.h> 
#includecmath.h> 
#indude 4o.h~ 
#indude cstdio. h> 
#indude <stdlib.h> 
#indude "overioad. h" 

I ~ L O B A L  CONSTANTS#### 
const double Pl=acos(-1); 
amst double EO=le-91(36*PI); 
const double UO=4'Pl*le-7; 
const double CO=l /sqrt(EO*UO); 
const double NO=sqrt(UO/EO); 

// MAIN PROGRAM 
int main() 
{ofsbeam AMP-DATA("amp,data.W); 
AM P-DATAclearO; 
AMP -DATA.pmision(6); 
AMP-DATA.width(8); 
int n; 
double SLL=25;//SLL in dB 
double R=pow(lO,(fabs(SLL)/20));// Side Lobe Voltage Ratio 
in t nTaylo~4; 
int nurnberElern=6; 
double dx=12e-3; 
double LL=dx*(numberElern-1 -O); 
double Zorig=LU2; 
double rnaxCunent; 
double *foc = new double[numkrElem]; 
double *cuvent = new double[numberElem]; 
double 'norrncunent = new double(numberElem]; 
double fteq=i 7e9; 
double lamWa=CO/freq; 
cout<~'ln\t"<~freq~~'lt"<<lambda~c'lnl'; 
double A=acos h(R)/PI; 
double scale=nTaylorlsqR(sqr(A)+sqr(nTaylor-0.5)); 
double *Un = new double[nTaylor]; 
double Ilri = new double[nTaylor]; 
double *NU LLangles = new dou ble[nTaylor]; 
double HPP bw=2*asin(((scale*lam bda)/(LL*Pl)) 

*wrt(wr(aash(R))-sqr(acosh(Wsqrt(2))))): 
c o u t < ~ ' 7 ~ ~ ~ R « l t " ~ ~ S L L ~ ~ " \ r ~ ~ A < ~ l t " ~ ~ ç c a l e ~ ~ U ' < ~ ( i  8O/PI)'HPPbw<<'ln\n"; 
for (n=I; wnfaylor; n++) 
{Un[n]=Pi*~le*qrt(sqr(A)+sqr(n-0.5)); 
Vn[n]=Un[nyPi; 
cou t<~'l~<<n<c'lP'c<Vn[n]<<'7t\tr'c<NULkngles[n]~<~W; 
1 



double *SF= new double[nTaylorf; 
double summed; 
double front, prod; 
int p.m,pts,j; 
tout-%'An"; 
for (pl ; p<=nTaylor4 ; p) 
{hnt=sgr(tact(nTayior-l)y(fad(nTaylor-i +p)Yact(nTaylor-1 -p)); 
prod=l.O; 
for (m=l ; rn<=nTaylor-1; m++) 
{ P - = P ~ Y ~  -sq~(pNn[ml)); 

for (p&=O;pts<numberElem;pts++) 
{loc[pts]=Zorig +ptsedx; 
sumrned=O; 
for (i=l; j<=nTaylor-1; j++) 
{summed=summed+SF[jle~s(2*PI*j"loc[pts~LL); 
1 
curren~pts]=l+2*summed; 
if (currenqptsJ>maxCunent) 
{maxCumnt=current[pts]; 
1 
AMP-DATA«loc[pts]~~17t\~~~cumn~pts]~~'In1'; 
1 
AM P-DATA<dn\n\n\n"; 
tor (pb=O;pts<numkrElem;pb++) 
{normCurren~pts]=current[pts~rnaxCurrent 
AMP~DATA~~loc[p~J~~1W~~normCunent[ptç]~~~ln";  
c o ~ t ~ ~ l o C [ p ~ f ~ ~ l t \ ~ < ~ n o r m C u m n f [ p ~ ] ~ ~ " \ n " :  
1 
AM PJATA.Close(); 
return O; 
1 



Ensemble Simulation Reselts 
For The 

Microstrip Antenna Element 
Used In The Microstrip A m y  



E.1 Ensemble Simulated Antenia Element Results 

Figure E.l Pictiire of the EnsembIe simuiated ndiating element 

Figure E.2 Ensemble simulated element return loss 
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Figure E3 Ensemble simulitcd element input impedance 

F i w e  E.4 Ensemble simulitcd element E-Puie radiation pattern 



Figure ES Ensemble simdated element H-Plane radiation pattern 



Mathcad Program 
Used To Determine 

The 
Array Feeà Nehvork 



F.l Design of The CElement Sub-Array Feed Network 

Ku-Band Sub-Anav Feeâ Network Desicin 
Index: 

Taylor Line Source Amplitude Weightings for 4Element Sub 

p . 1 8 ~  

L 
Su b-Amy Power Distribution: 

I 

Total-Power = 2.045 

AB and CD S~litter: 
Input lmpedance; 

Selected Branch Impedances 

Calculated Low-Side Impedances 



Zabcd-Ip = 813821 
Calculatecl Junction Impedance: 

Zjunc-AEKD = 24.4743 
T ransfonner lmpedance Impedanœ: 

Power lnto AB Am: 

Power lnto CD Am: 

A and B Snlitter: 
Input lmpedance; 



Selected Branch lmpedances 

Zabhp = 35 
Calculated Low Power Side Irnpedance 

Ratio- 
Ratio-a-to-b = - 

Ratio- 

Calculated Juncüon I mpedance: 

Zjunc-AB = 24-47 15 
Transformer lmpedance Impedance: 

Power lnto A Arrn: 

Power lnto B Am: 



Output Transformer for A Arm: 

ZA-tx = 63.7775 
Output Transformer for 6 Arm: 

C and 0 Sol- 
Input lmpedance; 

Zcd-in = 35 
Selected Hig h-Side lmpedanœs 

Zcd-hp = 35 
Calculated Low Power Side lmpedance 

RatioO 
RatioOcCto-d = - 

Ratio- 



Calcuiated Junction Impedance: 

Zjunc-Cü = 24.4755 
Transformer Impedance Impedance: 

Power lnto A Am: 

Power lnto B Am: 

D-dB = - 15534 
Output Transformer for C Am: 

ZC-bc = 63 -7947 
Output Transformer for D Am: 



Summary Of SubAmy Feed Network 

S~litter ABCD: 

Zabcd-hp = 35 

Splitter AB: 

Splitter CD: 



F.2 Mathcad Predicted Lossless Feed Network Port Power Levels 

Exmcted F d  Network Oubut Port Power Levak Ibs8IWs a~bmxirnationl: 

4-Element Sub-Anav Power Levels: 

j = 1-16 

Portl = A-dB +. AB-d 

Port2 = B-dB - AB-d 

Ports = C-dB - CD-dB 

Port6 = D-dB - CD-& 
Portl = -10.4352 

Port2 = -6.7722 

Ports = -6,7722 

Port6 =-3,1069 
Full Arrav Power Levels: 



Po% = C-dB - CD-@ - 6 

Port,, = D-dB - CKdB - 6 

Port,, = C-dB - CD-dB - 6 

POR, = 6-dB * AB-dB - 6 

= A-ûB - AB-dB - 6 

Port, = -16.4352 

P o l  = - l2.77Z 

PO% =-127722 

Port, = -16.4352 

Port, = -12-7722 

P o 5  = -9- 1069 

Port, = -12.7722 

Port, , = -9.1069 

PortIZ = -12.772î 

Portli = -16.4352 

Port,, = -1 2,7722 

Port,, = -12.7722 

Portlo = -16.4352 



Verification That Power Level Definitions are Correct: 



F.3 Mathcad Predicted Lossy Feed Network Port Power Levels 

Ex~ected Feed NeWoik O-ut Port Power Lewb I W v  8 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ i m a t i o n ) :  
Power S~litter Eniciencv: 

eff = 092  
S~litter Losses Usina Efficiencv Ap~roximation: 

eff4 = eff 

eff'dB4 = lO-Io&eff4) 

eff4 = 0.9025 

eff-dB4 = -0.4455 - 

4-Element Su b-Arrav Power Levels: 

LOS% = -3.5525 

S~litter Lasses Usina Efficiencv horoximation: 

em6 = eff 

Full A n v  Power Levels: 

LPort, = Port, - eff-cB1 



LPort, = Port, - eff-dB 1 

LPo$ = Pong - eR'dB1 

LPort, , = Port,, - eff-dB1 

LPortt, = Portl, - eff'dF3 I 

LPon,, = Port,, - eff-dB 1 

LPon, = -173263 





IE3D Simdatioa Results 
for The 

Fuii 16-Element A m y  Feed Network 



G.l IE3D Design of the FuU Array Feed Network 

Figure G.1 IE3D simulateci M 16-element atray feed network 



G.2 lE3D Simulation Input Port Results 

Figure G.2 lE3D simuiated a n r y  focd network retum loss 

Figure 6.3 tE3D simulited a m y  fecd network input impedance 



6.3 lE3D Simulation Power Levels in Each Feed Network Sub-Array 

Figure G.4 IE3D simulateci a m y  fecd network power at ports 2 to 5 

Figure G.5 IE3D simuIateà a m y  fccd nehvork power at ports 6 to 9 



Figure 6 6  IE3D simuiated a m y  fcad nehvork power at ports 10 to 13 

Figure G.7 IE3D simulated arny fctd network power at ports 14 to 17 



6.4 IE3D Simulation Phase Balance in Each Feed Network Sub-Array 

Figure G.8 IE3D simulateà array fml network phasings at ports 2 to 5 

Figure G.9 IE3D simulateà a m y  fced nehvork phasings at ports 6 to 9 



Figure G.10 IE3D sirnulated a m y  feod network phasiags at ports 10 to 13 

Figure G.11 IEJD simulated artay feed network pbasings at ports 14 to 17 



Appendù H 

Antema Amy Dimensions 



H.1 Amtenna Array Dimensions 

Fedine: 

O: w=0.175 mm 
r=2.0 mm 
ang -60 

Figure 8.1 Array element dimensions 



1=0.2575 mm 
w=0.195 mm 
r=1 .O mm 
ang =90 

w=0.195 mm 
1=1 .IO27 mm 

Figure 8.2 Dimensions of klement subamy feeà network 



Aa: w=0.47 mm 

Cc: w=0..94 mm 
1=0.25 mm 

, ! ! g ,  i j  Dd: w=0.78 1=2.58 mm mm 
F f - Ee: w=0,47 mm 

1=2.8535 mm 
# Hh 

Ff: w=0.47 mm 
I / 
I l  r=3.0 mm 

ang=90 
Gg: w=0.94 mm 

1=0.25 mm 

Hh: w=0.78 mm 
1=2.58 mm 

Jj: w=0.47 mm 
I=5.0 mm 

Figure EL3 Feed network used to form fbii array fkom subarrays 




